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[EDITORIAL]

Wants More Members
Knox and Lincoln Repre
sented At Meetinq of the
Maine Congress P. T. A.
A campaign for Increased membershlo in the Maine Congress of
Parents and Teachers was opened
at a meeting of district, county
connell and city council presidents
ln Augi;*ta .Dec. 4. according to
announcement made today by Mrs.
Charles H Stenger of Friendship
president of the Third District.
Mrs William Holt of Portland led
a discussion of methods of organlaing parent-teacher association'
under the direction of Mrs. Henry
W. Capipbcll of Augusta, second
vice Dresident and director of or
ganization and extension.
"The whole picture of parentteacher work," Mrs. Holt said, "gets
blurred with ttme. Both old and
new units need speakers to remind
them of possibilities for action still
open to them. District, county and
city presidents within easy traveling
distance will help to stimulate In
dividual units."
Announcement of the formation
of a speakers' bureau was made by
Mrs. Campbell. Speakers will bt
available to all units ln the State
she said, at a small fee or for travel
ing expenses only, upon application
to Mrs. Clinton Wilson of Bath oi
Mrs. Austin Jones of Veazie. chair
men of the bureau.
At a meeting of the executive
committee of the Maine Congress
held Wednesday afternoon Edmund
C. Ritchie of Portland was appoint
ed president of the Second District.
Mr Ritchie takes the place of Mrs
Holt who has resigned to become di
rector ot publicity. Mrs. Myrtle
Kuehling of South Portland was
made chairman of education.
Plans for dividing the State into
ten districts were announced by
Mrs Burton W. Ooodwin of Mexico
President of the Congress. The dis
tricts will include: First District.
York County: Second District. Cum
berland Sagadahoc and Androscog
gin Counties; Third District, Ken
nebec. Waldo, Lincoln and Knox
Counties; Fourth District. Hancock
Counties; Fifth District. Oxford
County; Sixth District, Franklin
County; Seventh District. Somerset
County; Eighth District. Piscata
quis County; Ninth District. Penob
scot County; Tenth District. Aroos
took County.
Parent-teacher associations al
ready established ln Knox County
Include the Friendship F T A. and
the Owl’s Head PTA
Present at the meeting were Mrs
Leroy H Smith of Winterport, flrst
vice president; Harold B Clifford of
Boothbay Harbor, third vice presi
dent; Dana B Cotton of Augusta,
fifth vice president; Mrs A. D.
Oray ot Waldoboro, sixth vice presi
dent; Mrs. Joseph I. Smith of Bath,
seventh vice president; Mrs. Abra
ham Rudman of Bangor..secretary;
Mrs. Robert Clnqmars of Dexter,
treasurer; Clinton F. Thurlow.
president of the Augusta City Coun
cil; Mrs. Walter Day of Waterville,
chairman of the National Parent
Teacher magazine; Mrs Charles H
Stenger of Friendship, president of
the third District; Mrs. Hugh D
Thurston of Bethel, chairman; Mrs
Charles Crockett of Manchester,
president of the sixth District; Mrs.
Paul Smith of Orrington. president
of the ninth District; Mrs. Oeorge
A. Oregory of Boothbay Harbor,
president of the Lincoln County
Council; Mrs Ralph Ingraham of
Augusta, chairman of publications;
and Mrs. Arthur Jones of Veazie,
honorary president.

Rocklar.d Encampment I.O.O.F.
will hold its regular meeting Wed
nesday night.
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She Still Hails From Rockland

"POOR LITTLE GREECE'*

A GOOD SCOUT DEED

In another column appears a request for old toys which
Boy Scouts of the First Baptist Church will repair and refit
for needy children. A simple request, and perhaps a single
act. but when you were a child did you not have a yearning
for toys—a yearning which might never be gratified. Bless
the Boy Scouts and their work! Aid them.

(By Tlie Roving Reporter)

----------------------------------------------1

SALUTE TO THE RED JACKET

Rockland did the smart thing yesterday—to use a popular
street phrase, when the City Government passed resolutions
adopting the Red Jacket as its own ship, and wishing it God
speed. The complimentary luncheon, given in honor of the
old and new owners, was a gesture of appreciation—not only
for the commercial benefit derived from being the Red
Jacket's hailing ports—but of the fact that the city of Rock
land and the old clipper ship which helped make it famous
should be so fittingly realized after the lapse of 84 years. Good
luck to the Red Jacket, her new owners and that Rockland
boy who helped bring such a desirable situation about.

Steamship Red JarkG becomes uroperty of the Grace Line, Inc. A check written In seven figures does the
trick. A transcontinental telephone message figures in the proceedings.

WHAT A PITY IT IS

Twenty-five persons lost their lives while engaged in hunt
ing activities the past season—four in excess of the high figure
in 1935. and nine higher than the five-year average There
will be hunting seasons while life endures on this sphere, and
the human total may surpass that of 1940 Like the tragedies
incidental to the Fourth of July season this black record con
tinues ln sapite of warnings, caution, and good Intentions. Too
bad that ln order to have sport we must see so many innocent
lives blotted out.
FOOD AND W AR

'Herald Tribune)
With Mr Hoover announcing an impressive (though
rather curiously assorted) "Committee for the Five Small
Democracies" to press his proposals for sending food to
Europe; with Robert Sherwood attacking the whole idea in a
moving address; with Oen. Pershing endorsing a drive for
funds to send food to the children of occupied France, and
w’ith the scheme still active in Washington for extending a
big government credit, mainly for food, to Gen Franco in
order to buy that totalitarian's neutrality in co-operation
with British diplomacy, the whole question of American food
supplies for Europe is growing much too complex, and much
too serious in its possible implications, to be confided to the
unco-ordlnated impulses of private emotion.
There is no one in the United States who has not the
profoundest sympathy for the robbed and hungry peoples of
the captured countries as much as for ihe bombed, tortured
and nerve-racked people of Britain. But food is war, today,
just as are bombs; and it is simply impossible to discuss food
exports from the United States except in relation to high
policy. The very safeguards which Mr Hoover has felt it
necessary to Include with his proposals make this clear The
idea of giving a big credit to Franco to secure his neutrality—
of submitting, that is. to a kind of blackmail ln human suffer
ing—makes it clearer; and one sees something of what is in
volved when the generalissimo happens to choose this moment
for a pronouncement threatening anybody who may oppose his
“legitimate'* colonial ambitions or "the universal enterprises
which destiny orders us to carry out." Is the United States to
subsidize Gen. Franco, with food credits, in whatever piratical
enterprises he may now take it into his head to regard as
legitimate? It is said that the British are inclining to the
policy of supplying the Franco regime as the best strategy
from the democratic viewpoint at the moment; but the ques
tion is obviously an extremely delicate and complex one. and
the United States, lf lt had any part in this at all. could
clearly do so only under a considered policy of the American
government.
Even the humanitarian impulse which might prompt the
dispatch of temporary relief to one people must be checked
against some humane consideration for greater populations,
fighting as desperately and immediately for their Hves, or for
future generations which one gesture now might help to sell
into a permanent slavery. Mr Hoover may organize his pres
sure group (by its own announcement its only purpose is to
agitate the question), but it must be realized that the whole
problem of food for Europe ls far too large to be left to any
pressure group; it involves more than a hasty humanitarian
impulse; it ls a vital part of vital American pohey, and no ac
tion can be taken except as official action by the government
of the United States, carefully correlated with thc whole broad
policy bj’ which that government seeks to preserve the impera
tive interests of the American people.

•

A bank check written in seven
figures, the exact nature of which
was not divulged, changed hands
in the Rockland Custom House
yesterday, marking the final formaUty in connection with the
transfer of the steamship Red
Jacket from the United States
Maritime Commission to the Orace
Line, Incorporated.
Named for the Rockland built
clipper ship Red Jacket, sponsored
by the wife of E. C. Moran. Jr.,
then a member of the Maritime
Commission, and documented at
Rockland through his influence,
the new Red Jacket represented a
total cost of $2,500,000 It is 43S
feet long. 63 feet on the beam,
draws 26 feet of water, has a dis
placement of 13900 tons and a
deadweight tonnage of 9.291. The
Red Jacket's speed is 15'4 knots,
it is operated by steam power and
has a cruising radius of 13.000
miles. The craft was built by the
Federal Shipbuilding and Drydock Company of Kearny. N. J.,
and was launched May 20. 1939.
Her subsequent trial oif the
Rockland course and the recep
tion given here in her honor are
well remembered local history.

|

—Photo by Cullen.

Liverpool ln 13 days 1 hour and 25 | preciative of the honor extended to
minutes—a record never duplicated ! Rockland by Orace line, Inc.;
Third. That the City of Rock
by sau. and not even duplicated by
steam until 25 years thereafter; and land, Maine, salutes the new Red
Whereas, the City of Bockland, Jacket, wishing for her a long, pros
Maine, the residence of generations perous and happy life;
Fourth, That the City of Rock
of "man who went down to the sea
in ships.” is proud of the seamen it land Maine, salute the master,
contributed to the development of officers and crew of the new Red
that glorious period in our Ameri Jacket, whoever they may be, and
can merchant marine when the sea wherever they may be, wishes them
men of America were universally all good fortune, and expresses its
recognized as the best seamen in confidence that they will uphold the
glorious traditions oi American sea
the world; and
Whereas, the City of Rockland, manship, ever bearing in mind that
Maine, realizing the value of an they are the custodians of the wel
adequate merchant marine, both for fare of a ship named after one of
national defense and for commerce, the most famous American ships
regretted the period of decline in of all time.
• •■• •
the American merchant marine, fol
The luncheon hour developed
lowing the clipper ship area, know
ing that American can again supply Into a happy social occasion,
the best ships and the best sea marked by an exchange of
men, and could and should regain anecdotes and humorous stories.
(Continued on Page Four)
her rightful p’ ,ce upon the seas;
and
Whereas, thc City of Rockland,
Maine has noted with pleasure the
“BLUE BONNET
current re-birth of the American
merchant marine, and the returning
VARIETIES OF 1940”
of the United States of America to
Is now being operated by
High School Auditorium
its former commanding position
upon the seas; and
Mrs. Irene Adolphsen
with
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 11
Whereas, the City of Rockland,
Maine, is proud of the fact that the
KENNETH DAILEY
8.00 O’CLOCK
new-born American merchant ma
As Driver
Sponsored by Girl Scout Troops rine has clasped hands with the old, Prompt, Satisfactory, Reasonably
2 and 3
i by the building of a new Red Jacket,
Priced Service Guaranteed
j named after Its distinguished preADMISSION 15 CENTS
Telephone 1399
448’lt i decessor, sponsored by a citizen of
, this cltv, documented tp thc port.

Present at yesterday's impor
tant ceremony were William E.
Collins, district counsel for the
U. S. Maritime Commission; Wil
liam E. Cogswell general counsel
and secretary of the Grace Line;
Edward C. Moran, Jr., late of the
Maritime Commission; Seth R.
Atwell, deputy collector of cus
toms, acting for Joseph T. Sylves
ter, collector of the Port of Port
land; and J. P. Grace. Jr., grand
son of the founder of the Grace
Line.
Long distance telephone played
an important part in the official
ceremonies. The approval of the
Bureau of Marine Inspection and
Navigation was obtained ln that
manner from Washington and the
Collector of Customs in Portland
Oregon, was so notified by Deputy
Collector Atwell.
The check involved in the
change of ownership was passed by

TUES.-WED., DEC. 10-11

in

“CHRISTMAS IN JULY”
Directed by Preston Sturges,
whose earlier film "The Great
McGinty" brought enthusiastic
praises from the nation's leading
critics.
Featuring a fine supporting caat
Including—
Raymond Walburn. Franklin
Pangborn, Ernest Truex

,$118.50

Brand Naw Modal—at tha lowest
prica in history far a Frigidaira with
all thaia faahiratt

• Super-Powered Meter-Miser
a Double-Easy Quickube Trays

with Automatic Tray Release
and Instant Cube Release
• Double-Width Dessert Tray

"Christmas Tn July” is a Big
“little picture." It has received
favorable comment everywhere
shown—a thoroughly delightful
and fast-moving comedy in ev
ery respect—a film you might not
ordinarily place on your “must
list" because lt lacks outstanding
"star" names, but one you can
not afford to miss!

Rockland
Sanitary Service

• Frozen Food Storage

• Cold Storage Tray
a Big, Sliding Hydrator
• 5-Year Protection Plan

THURS.-FRI., DEC. 12-13

Universal presents their out
standing comedy of the new sea
son—

and many others

“HIRED WIFE”
with a big cast including

ROCKLAND SALES AND SERVICE
445 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 738-W
148&150

"I read in the Boston Post of a
cactus plant which was 19 years old
and two feet across and had 100
blossoms. It is owned in Waltham,
Mass. I thought you would be in
terested to hear of a Christinas cac
j tus owned by Mrs. H. F. York of
Spruce Head It is seven years old
and approximately five feet across
, and has over two hundred blos
soms. It is a very beautiful plant,
one of which its owner may be just
[ ly proud and a sight well worth go
J ing to see." Thus writes our Spruce
j Head
correspondent,
Margaret
Elwell.
One year ago: Death from nat
ural causes was Medical Examiner
Weisman's verdict in the case of
1 Albert D. Atkinson (Atkins) who
was found dead in his camp at
High Island—Congressman Ralph
O Brewster addressed the Rotary
Club John F. Richardson 78, died
in East Warren.— Frank L. Weeks'
1 cottage at Battery Beach was loot
ed

Clever work by Lieut. J. E.

‘Subbing’ In Kennebec

The law providing a penalty for
neglect to comply with require
ments of the selective military
service setup is going to catch up
with quite a few "delinquents" if
I they don't get in step with Uncle

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mats.; Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00

Only

From our folks who are so fortu
nate as to sojourn In Florida we
hear a great deal about polnsettlas.
It has remained for Frank C. Howe
of North Main street to raise one
of the plants, which Is proudly
bearing five blossoms.

Major Saville Foresees
Trouble For Selective
Service Delinquents

WALDO THEATRE

FRIGIDAIRE

The Bangor News finds a resident
who is reminiscent about the the
atre: “I wonder how many remem
ber when Frankie Carpenter was
always the Thanksgiving Day at
traction in old Bangor Opera House?
Frankie, Jere Grady and their company spent Thanksgiving week here
'or many consecutive years. At least
ten of them, I guess. Business
usually opened 'light'—but what
mobs there used to be Thanksgiving
Dajf afternoon and night, and for
the remainder of the week! Frankie
was a pretty little thing in those
days and a great local favorite.
Watever became of her? I bet
there are a lot of Bangor people
who would be Interested to know.
Her favorite play was 'Pawn Ticket
210,' and she usually saved It for
Tnanksglving night." And there
are certainly many Rockland the
atre-goers who will recall the ap
pearances of Jere Grady and
Frankie Carpenter at Farwell Opera
House.

nectlcut at the Presidential elec
tion. The Republican candidates
were Blaine and Logan, and the
Democratic candidates were Cleve
land and Hendricks. Mr. Blaine
was "The Plumed Knight of Maine,"
and his defeat by a few thousand
votes was a lasting disappointment
to every Maine Republican. Mr.
Duff was not a voter at that time,
but looking back over that mem
orable campaign he opines that he
marched “a thousand miles."

Better Watch Out!

MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

6.1 cu. ft. size
FULLY- FITTED

and tried on this Rockland trial
course; and
Whereas, the City of Rockland.
Maine, is proud of the new Red
Jacket, knowing that, like Its prede
cessor, it has already made records
demonstrating Its outstanding abill. ties; and
Whereas, the City of Rockland
Maine, takes notice of the fact that
f on this date the new Red Jacket
becomes owned by Orace Line, Inc.,
an outstanding American steamship
: line founded in the days of sail by
i a man whose wife was a citizen of
our neighboring town of St. Oeorge
here in our own. County of Knox
and carried on through successive
Salute To The Red Jacket
Preceding the all-important meet generations with traditions of un
ing at the Custom House a special excelled service:
meeting of the City Government Be it Resolved:
First, That the Ciyt of Rockland.
had been held and the following
Maine, formally “adopt" the new
resolutions adopted:
Red Jacket as "Rockland's own"
• • • •
Whereas, the City of Rockiand, ship, in full confidence that lt Is a
Maine, takes pride in the fact that I worthy successor to thc Red Jacket
during the famous clipper ship era. iof old;
Second. That the City of Rockwhen the ships of the United States
of America were pre-eminent upon 1 land. Maine, commits its adopted
the seas, there was built ln this ship Red Jacket to Its owner, Grace
city a clipper ship—the Red Jacket Line, Inc., confident that there
—which made a passage in the Win | could be no better guardian for
ter of 1853-1854 from New York to j "Rockland's own" shtp.and duly ap-

Mr Cogswell to Mr. Collins.
With these duties transacted
the participants adjourned to
Hotel Rockland, where a compli
mentary luncheon was tendered
to the visiting officials Mayor
Edward R. Veazie occupied " the
seat at the head table, the other
guests being Mr. Moran. Aidermen John Bemet and Francis D.
Ome, John Pomeroy, Robert
Oregory, Wilbur F. Senter. Louis
A. Walker, Capt. Keryn ap Rice,
Postmaster James Connellan. R.
S. Sherman, A. J. Bird and F. A.
Winslow.

A small and easy contribution to
the cause of humanity is afforded
by the Christmas Sea! sale, which
is being conducted by the Itooevik
Club, Mrs. Grace Britt, president.
Included in the appeal sent out by
the club is this statement:
Tlie money derived from the
Christmas Seals has done much to
ward reducing that “cloud," but
the preventive program must con
tinue lf all children, like those Joy
ous ones depicted on the Seal, are
to be kept well and strong, and
safeguarded from disease. Through
your purchase of Seals a year ago,
you furnished X-ray films for 111
Rockland young people, whose re
action to the tuberculin test
showed they had somehow come in
contact with the disease. You also
helped finance some of the health
projects used ln our schools.

Marks led to the arrest of three
j tnen who confessed to making 75
breaks—City officials enjoyed a
Ever since 1884 C. H Duff of I chicken dinner at “The DormanSummer street has treasured a ette" as guests of Chief of Police
sample of the ballot used in Con- I Arthur D. Fish.

DICK POWELL. ELLEN DREW

MODEL 5-6

The Black Cat

The complete demoralization of the Italian troops, who
had been led to believe they would have easy picking with
"poor little Greece," seems to be a subject of special satisfac
tion in this country, where the cowardly attitude of Musso
lini has been condemned from the start. The early success
of the Greeks may have been looked upon as a “flash in the
pan." but subsequent achievements of that country must have
come as a great shock to the pompous dictator, in whose do
main the smothered threat of rebellion is beginning to break
forth in no uncertain terms. Tlie shake-up of the Italian
Army and Navy may serve to stem the tide of defeat, but it
is a definite acknowledgment that Mussolini's plans have
gone awry. If the rout continues there will probably be an
other conference at Brenner Pass, and then, it is assumed,
thc man with the tiny moustache will come to tlie rescue.

Clnisttnas
Special!

COME IN AND SEE ITEASY TERMS

Volume 95............ Number 148.

THREE CENT8 A COPY

Rosalind Russell, Brian Aherne.
Virginia Bruce, Robert Benchley
John Carroll

/

Sam.
That is the assertion by Major
Richard F Saville of State head
quarters as he pointed out that
the 31 local boards felt they had
been lenient about as long as they
could and they were going to put
the law into effect.
Saville said the offenders were
among those who had failed to re
turn their questionnaires "properly
completed at the proper time" and
others who had not kept the
boards advised of their where
abouts by providing change of ad
dress"
Registrants who fail to perform
prescribed duties under the selec
tive service law are subject to a
penalty of a prison sentence of
not more than five years or a fine
of not more than $10,000 or both.
TO GATHER TOYS

Troop 204 of the First Baptist
Church is trying to gather toys to
fix and to give out to needy chil
dren for Christmas. And would
appreciate the help of anyone hav
ing toys which they would be will
ing to give.
By calling either Franklin Blais
dell 162-M Arthur Stanley 1313-W
or Harland Rollins 361-J, who will
see that they are collected.
Albert D. Mills, Jr.

Elizabeth M. McAlary, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Allan F McAlary
of Rockland and Elizabeth M. Far
ris, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ar
thur IB. Farris of Union, as mem
bers of the University of Maine
chorus, appeared in the Eastern
Maine festival chorus which sang
Wednesday evening at the opening
concert of the 45th season of the
Bangor symphony orchestra. They
sang two works by the Russian
composer Chaikovskl

Judge of Probate Harry E. Wil
bur ls serving Kennebec County
in a similar capacity pending the
confirmation of Will C. Atkins who
will fill the unexpired term of the
late Harold E. Cooke.

Election of officers of Anderson
Camp, No. 7, Sons of Union Veterans
of the Civil War, will be part of thc
business meeting of the Camp,
Wednesday night at 7 30. All mem
bers are requested to be present.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to lira Main 8
would have made a rule to read eome
poetry and listen to eome music at
least once a week. The loos of tha—
ts a loee of happlneaa—Chari—
Darwin
IMMORTAL LOVE

Immortal Love, forever full.
Forever flowing free;
Forever shared, forever whole.
A never dhbing sea.
We may not climb the heavenly steeps
To bring the Lord Christ down;
In valr. we search the lowest deeps.
For Him no depths can drown.
But warm, sweet, tender, even yet
A present help Is He.
And faith has still Its Olivet,
And love Its Galilee.
The healing of Hls seamless dress
Is by our beds of pain.
We touch Him ln life's throng and
press
And we are whole again.
O Lord and Master of us all,
Whate'er our name or sign.
We own ,TKv sway, we hear Thy call.
We test our lives by Thine.
John Greenleaf Whttter
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WATER CO. TEAM IN NATIONAL LEAGUE

The Courier-Gazette

Farmers Conferred

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

But foolish and unlearned ques
tions avoid1, knowing that they do
gender strifes.—U Tim. 2: 23.

E. L. True Represents
Knox Counuty At A. A, A
Gathering In New Ynrk

LOCAL BANDS

E. L. True of Hcpe has returned
from New York where he repre
sented Knox County farmers at the ;
annual conference of the Northeast
Region of the AAA. More than 500
farmer committeemen. Extension
workers, county agents, and repre
sentatives of other agricultural
agencies in the nine Northeastern
States joined ln discussing prob
lems of agriculture's contribution
to defense and the adjustments
which may have to be made to pro
tect agriculture in face of the pres
ent world crisis.
Tiie conference also paid particu
lar attention to problems dealing
with the inter-relation of various
sections of the country, inter-de
pendence of agriculture with labor
and industry, and methods which
could be improved to expand the
consumption of food as a health de
fense measure, as well as a means
of expanding the farmers' market,
Mr True stated.
Two farmer committees summed
up the conference work ln reports
on “Agriculture’s part in Defense
and “Agricultural Welfare "
The committee considered shifts

By
IREE MEMBER

Book Review
(By K. S. F.)

TALK OF THE TOWN
The members of the Baptist
Men's Club are looking forward to
a double treat Thursday night
when they will have E. Carl Moran
as their speaker and a de luxe
supper. Mr. Moran is surcharged
with views of timely Interest and
Importance, and his talk will be
one of the season's highlights.

The Rockland and Belfast bands Jl
Ca- A|l-Vwill "feed" Jointly at the local Le- LUC olttl
gion hall Sunday night, following Pestoffice Him
a rehearsal in the afternoon.
I The boys at the tockland Post------office know how to handle someOptometrtsts of tiie Rockland tiling besides the mails.
Dard
Zone of the Maine Association of Rackliff rolled up a glorious total,
Optometrists will meet ln the offices hitting singles of 116. 118. 114. 113
of Dr Bradford Burgess Thursday ' and 134 for a total otf 365. The score
at 7.30 p. m. Dr Burgess will be in ' below tells how they handled the
charge.
. Waldcboro team at the 8tar Alleys
-------' Saturday hight:
The new dragger North Star built! Rockland Post Office—T. Perry
by the 8now Shipyards Inc. for the ' 494. Mosher 502, D. Perry 462. DudSea Trawling Corporation of Bos-,ley 535. Rackliff 595, total, 2588.
ton. had trial runs at the weekend I Waldoboro—C. Fitch 475, Smith
and came right up to the dough 528. Benner 437, E. Genthner 500,
dish gallantly.
Colwell 455, total 2395.

Any Rocklandite who doesn't
"Venezuela." author Henry J. Allen remember H. M. (Bert) lord must
Publishers Doubleday Doran, Nr.. be suffering from amnesia. Pe
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry,
was ore of several Rockland bred
York.
returning 8unday from Boston,
b-vs
who
got
on
the
big
time
cirA comphtr and authoritat ve
were Involved ln a serious accident
book on fhe country, its history n. ' uit and make good *n yiind style.
on the Carlton Bridge. They had
As
chief
clerk
of
the
Ways
a
id
its people.
Just driven onto the structure when
Means Committee in Washington
Just now when a new a’
’
the car ahead of them stopped
interest is felt in Venez el? a I he made a national reputation and
without any sort of warning, and
served
hls
fellow
countrymen
right
countries to the South, amen-; t
Mr
Berry’s
new Oldsmobile
well His record in the national
elers who nre not visiting Eur.
crashed into it. Mrs. Berry had
.apital is too well known to need
countries, nnd American' busin
one leg badly injured.* and re
men who are seeking to cement arv wrd sllrgirg ty this poor
mained unconscious for a long time.
countriesof the Western Hemisphere . r i’-:n--'en but I like best to
Mr. Berry suffered injuries to three
more closely together ln friendships cu '.1. i ns ur:y,.on his life in Front row, left to right: Bartlett and Witham. Back row: Simmons,
ribs and bruises on one of his knees
Why not mike it a 'fjoy and sports' ChristC. Winslow, Curtis, A. Winslow.
and business interests, we as a na- j Rj.klen. w ' I was in my teens.
and legs. A telephone call to Mr
mas7
and more people- all the time
His teucr solos aad choir sing
tion have ccme to recognize the vast
Berry's chauffeur brought him from
aje becQjhm^ interacted In sports and
importance of this great country of ing ir. the First Baptist Church
whistle and tiie rout was on.
Rockland and they were taken
will linger ir. memory as long as
wealth and brilliant future
home. The front of Mr Berry's
“As for Rockland, the shooting
hobhies. Stop in- look ovir our complete
Henry J. Allen, one time Governor memory- lasts. Sunday night was
car was badly damaged.
of Smith, a back, kept them from
array oLjoys and sports equipment you 11
.Sfik*
...
of Kansas and then a brilliant marked cn the calendar as First
being buried completely. He was
Ve*'**’
Over Its Easy Victory
I ind something that’s 'perfect' lor every
Senator from his native State, a Baptist Church night. We seldom
the only visitor to click for more
in production which will come as
Against Rocklandsuccessful and important editor oi missed an evening service although
name on yftdr.hst
than or.e field goal. While the
a result of the loss of much of our
a Kansas da.ly newspaper, a man of it meant a walk of four miles. I
Smith’s Shooting
Rocklandites flashed a smooth
export market, specifically recom
daring who was able to put the must confess that the solos and
passing attack outside the Morse
mended the expansion of the food
In the course of its report of defense, it seemed to disintegrate
State to rights in a most important tiie choir drew me harder than did
and cotton stamp plans, reduction
moment in its history, is the bril the rest of the service although the Rockland-Morse game the once they tried to break through."
in distribution costs, continued em
liant author of this delightful vol the sermons by Rev. J. H. Parshly Bath Times said:
phasis on conservation, and fair
ume full to the brim with informa were splendid. He was a very bril8tephen Poster Melodies. Vol. II returns to labor, as methods of pro S/ufi EARLY W OFTEN
"Morse high's sky-scraping ccurt
tion, history and romance.
; liar.t man and a most interesting
(Album No. 167) brings together tecting agriculture and developing
quintet won its initial tuning-up
I some of hls best known pieces and national unity for defense.
We find this book an opening key speaker.
A jazz Masterworks heads the j the ones that are still sing or hum
to the coloriul South American life
H. M Lord possessed a tenor contest at the high school court
Another specific recommendation
which has made the world watch voice of rare quality. As line a Friday evening, burying Rockland list of Columbia recordings with I today. Included are: “I Dream of included the storage of grain sur
with wonder her significant events. tenor voice as I ever heard, with
under a 43-19 tally. Coach Clyde Eddy Howard singing Stardust (No .Jeanie With the Light Brcwn Hair: plus cn the Eastern seaboard as a
This book is full of information that an added “something'' which can
35771). Tiie orchestra accompany Beautiful Dreamer; Old Black Joe; defense measure for tiie Northeast
deal with the poetical allairs first not be described In words, at least Hatch trotted out hls entire varsity
personnel
ln
the
trampling
of
the
ing hun is under thc direction of and Old Folks at Home Played by area. Full reports of the confer A TOY ANO SPORTING GOODS DEPT. FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
hand. Mr. Allen's keen mind lets with any words in my vocabulary.
the Decca Salon Orchestra, these ence wUl form the basis for carry
Lime
City
five
and.
'twas
quite
ap

Teddy Wilson and does a fine job. , pieces make an attractive and en
no event of importance slip. A real Perhaps I had better say that hls
ing cut the agricultural conserva
ROCKLAND. MAINE
inside story for those who love to singing appealed to every’ one and parent that had the Blue and This record really deserves to be tertaining album which anyone tion program in the Northeast dur
White
desired
to
keep
the
pressure
have sincere knowledge of the peo . drew a full house every time I was
called a Jazz masterwork tor lt ls will enjoy .
ing
1941
on it could have amassed an even
ples of the world.
grand all around. The vocalist Is
privileged to hear him.
greater total.
With maps and charming Illustra
One Sunday evening, after sing
an all time favorite witli many ra
“
While
the
lads
from
Rockland
tions one can go a-traveling to ro ing one or two selections with the
have had a faculty of furnishing dio and record listeners.
mance and vigor of events sitting
fi
choir, he left his seat and was Morse with more or less stubborn
From "You’ll Find Out," Kay
by his own fireside with Mr. Allen's
seen no more that night. A day opposition in early season frays
philosophy and information, keen
cr two later I called at the Cou the past decade or so. uch was not Kyser brings tue popular Bad Hu
purposeful study into the life, the
mor Man (No. 35761). The vocal Is
schools, the art and the tremendous rier-Gazette office and asked him. the story last night. The tallest taken by an entire chorus and is a
i why he left the choir.
court
machine
to
ever
sport
Morse
wealth cf Venezuela
He told me that he made it a high colors. Coach Hatch's start swell job. The swing and lilt to
rule
to stop singing whenever he ing combine executed a neat scor tills disc is given as only the Ole
Cherished and Shared uf Old, by
Professor knows how. The final
Susan Olaspell. Published by Ju became conscious of fatigue as he ing play on the games opening record from Columbia is that new
liad
long
ago
discovered
that
he
tap-play. Jimmy Morse, starting ballad. Old. Old Castle in Scotland
lian Messner, Inc . New York
was apt to sing "off key,' or slight- center, tipped the sphere to Harold
<5ne feels the tingling sweetness
I 'No 35763). The vocal is taken by
ly “flat" when tired, anyhow, I Peasley. forward, who slammed it Tony Leonard and is just what is 1
and warmth ol heart throbs that
never heard him sing anything down the middle to Frankie Dan
usually expected of Eddy Duchin's
stand out clearest at Christmas
but perfect tones.
forth as the later cut between the smooth, flowing rhythm.
time, in this charmingly told story
I wonder how many remember Rockland guards. Danforth dropped
Keeping to the slow rhythm of I
of Christmas, spent by two little
the delightful vbcal duets per- lt through for two points within ■smooth dance bands. Olen Oray
Dutch refugee children, far from
iormed by him and Sadie Hall a couple seconds of the opening and the Casa Loma orchestra prehome and dear family; losing
Never have I heard two more per
ent Moon Over Burma (No. 3426) (
through this diabolical war. their
fectly blended voices. Miss Hall
One thing we do kr.ow. men like from Decca. The vocal Ls taken by
own parents. Now sent by kindly
j now Mrs. Herrick, wife of Rev. H M. Lord are the salt of the Kenny Sargent. Of course, the,
hearts to a home where first love Dr E. C. Herrick.
earth and when they pass on. no piece is not as pleasing as when J
then hate, in earlier years, had
I think we are apt to remem living person can quite take their ' I-amour sang it in the picture of the
destroyed
a
close
neighborly
ber best those who are kind' to place.
i title but it ls a nice job in discing. |
friendship. "Cherished and Shared
us; those who encourage us in
The reappearance of Bud Free- 1
The old universe still staggers
of Old" will warm tiie very heart
our endeavors. H M. Lord always on but never just the same as be man and the Summa Cum Laude or- ,
of every reader so well and ap
made me welcome in the editor s fore. Take for instance, the wordy chrstra is welcomed back to the
propriately illustrated in true yule
office and encouraged me to send battles political with which H. M recording world this Fall by his,
tide spirit a most timely thuoght
in r.ews items, doggerel verse, etc., Lord and Oliver Otis regaled the presentation of Teddy Orace swing- 1
ROCKLAND MADE
in book form when the Christ
and I had a lot of fun fixing up readers of The Courier-Gazette .ng See What the Boys In The'
spirit should make the world our
Backroom Will Have (No. 3428).!
little “messes" for him to use in and the Rockland Opinion.
ken.
The Courier-Gazette. That was
From the New Universal picture
Oliver
Otis
was
almost
invinci

The author Susan Olaspell has
more than 50 years ago that such ble ln an argument and H. M ! "Destry Rides Again," this piece Is
placed most of her charming writ
a brilliant, talented man as H. M. Lord was just as skillful. They ’ mere cf a novelty than an enjoy-1
ings and plays ln the mid-Westem
This is an unusual selection of silk
Lord should be called.
used words for swords and we able number. However, the orches- I
brocade and satin-striped robes in
country she new first, yet she has
|
tra
makes
up
for
what
the
piece
never could decide which won the
classic styling. Fully rayon lined,
lived mu:h in New England too.
lacks.
and handsomely tailored. Ihey make
She has written mar.y successful this latest book from hls fertile pen battle. Wit, sarcasm, humor. Two
Connie Boswell takes the spotlight'
impressive gifts to any man.
books and plays. This her latest that gives a story of "The Sea keen minds, pitted, one against
nrttt swinging her version of the
effort one might call a glorified coast Mission of the Maine islands the other in wordy battle. With ' old favorite Dinah (No. 3425) with
Christmas card for it is gay in and lonely outposts of this rugged what keen delight did we devour .tn instrumental accompaniment di- I
coast with headquarters at Bar the writings of those two editors—
make up and color scheme.
Harbor." "My first glimpse of a one Republican the other Demo- rected by Harry Sosnik. Since
Dinah has really become one of
Publishers Coward-McCann, New Maine Winter was the day after crat.
America's favorite pieces whether
Christmas,"
Mr.
Mitchell
says,
“
and
ELI E. WINE.
Can any two take their place?
York, of "Anchor To Windward.”
swung or just plain jazz, it is inter
BROWN. GREENIllustrated by Ruth Rhoades Lepper. at Harry Marr's shipyard in Dam- Perhaps, but I doubt it. Others
aricotta when they launched the take their place. I grant you, in esting to note how Connie puts her
What joy Alls the mind when the
new Sunbeam and I will say at no some measure, but the fact re version across It is a good Job
gentle reader secs the name of Ed
other time of the year does the mains that when such men pass well* done by Decca. Bing Crosby
win Valentine Mitchell on a book
coast seem so alive and sparkling. ihey have done work that cannot and the Merry Macs harmonize on
stand fresh from the press? And
At night the clearness of atmos be duplicated by those who carry- Do Ycu Ever Think of Me (No.
the urge stays until the book is ln
phere gives an unwonted keenness on in the same line of work. I 3423). The blending of voices with
hand and a quiet corner is found.
an Instrumental accompaniment is
and glitter to the stars."
do not contend that no man can
Then no interruption please. The
He says the two most beautiful do the work Just as his predecessor, very' well done and the music is
gentle reader is in the company of a
cities in New England are Hartford but, co matter how well they carry sweet. Crosby takes the solo in
gentleman writer of life at its in
several places but then the voices
and Portland. The author draws
timate best.
on. they can never do the-job in swing back into the picture as an
pictures of the coast view of Port
When last we held travel pages
just the same way and old timers under beat to the soloist. Another
land which are surely entrancing.
from this vivid pen it was "Maine
miss the old friends.
j good disc to the credit of Decca.
This book is a revelation of the inti
Summer." which enthralled us—and
So far as I know Mr. Lord and
Immortalized to Americans now,
mate and heartwarming work of
now almost having to dig ourselves
this humanitarian and Christian Mr. Oliver were good friends but Stephen Foster was not as famous
out of snowbanks, we come upon
fellowship, prompted by love of Ood nct in accord in the political arena with his own generation. He died
and man. and deeply appreciated by and how they did lambast each nearly a pauper but he lives on in
young and old who live on the out other in that arena. Two splendid the wealth of songs that he gave
Satin shawl collar, sash and
posts of our land, many as the gentlemen gone to their reward. us. Decca has placed some of his
cuffs, on a silk brocade
So be it.
1 best songs in an album and now
Guardians ot Our Coast.
(Continued in Saturday's issue)
presents them to the public.
model.
Everyone who reads this book, and
everyone should read lt, and learn
of the great work the valiant Mr
Bousflild of the Seacoast Mission !s
doing on the ccast of Maine, min
istering to the needs of sick and
Solid color binding on
well, sailing from place to place,
Coast Ouard stations, light-houses
a lightweight, solid col*
Cef After Distress
and lightship, visiting homes with
or crepe.
Improved Vicks IVoy
supplies of books, paper, magazines
and clothing. Mr Mitchell gives us
If a cold has “gone down.” caus
Print Name
ing coughing, muscular soreness,
a thrilling account of his Winter
or irritation In upper bronchial
journey about these far-flung island
tubes, see what a ' VapoRub Mas
homes and the life, conditions and
sage” can do for you!
Interests tliat have been much de
With this more thorough treat
ment. the poultlce-and-vapor
pleted by lack of ships and changes
action of Vicks VapoRub more
that come from so many discarded
effectively PENETRATES irritated air
Check here the form of membership taken
lighthouses.
passages with soothing medicinal
vapors ... STIMULATES chest and
Mr. Mitchell gives a compliment
$1 .Annual S5 Contributing S10 Sustaining S25 Supporting
back like a warming poultice or
to The Courier-Gazette and calls It
plaster...STARTS RELIEVING misery
"as fine and salty a newspaper as
right away! Results delight even
old friends of VapoRub.
any published on the Maine coast,"
TO OET a “VapoRub Massage"
Enter here
and takes from The Courier-Gazette
FOR DONATIONS ONLY
with all its benefits —massage
Total including
a heading for one chapter, "Guardi
VapoRub for 3 minutes on IM
membership fee
ans of Our Coast." He calls the
PORTANT RIB-AREA OP, BACK
and Donation
as well as throat and chest, Ccast Guardsmen the 20th century
spread a thick layer on che;t,
heroes of the sea. A fine story of
cover with a warmed cloth, be
Cut out this coupon and mail with your contribution lo
Satin striped robe, with
seacoast life vividly and humanly
SURE to use genuine, time-tested
VICKS VAPORUB.
handled with illustrations delight AMERICAN REI) ( ROSS, ELMER C. DAVIS, TKEAS., ROCKLAND, ME,
satin belt, shawl collar,
fully real and true to life.
cuffs.

Morse High Elated

I. and

SANTA CLAUS

Recordings In Review

and Like Wearing It... from £

GREGORY’S

i

FLANNEL ROBES

BLANKET ROBES

’5.00 '• ’8.50

GREGORY’S

Thereby You Serve Humanity and Patriotism

LAST CALL FOR RED CROSS MEMBERSHIP

LEARN WELDING
GET IN LINE NOW FOR A BIG PAY JOB
Be a Qualified Welder
Ill Practical Training By Expert Instructors
ay and Evening Classes—Low Tuition Rates

BATH WELDING CO.
3 SUMMER

BATH, ME.

TELEPHONE 993
147*152

The American Red Cross obtained its charter by act of Congress and
1s therefore a quasi government agency. One of the charter obligations
reads as follows:
1. "To act in matters of voluntary relief and in accord with the mili
tary and naval authorities as a medium of communication between the
people of the United States and their Army and Navy.
The Red Cross will fulfill this obligation by having representatives in
every camp, cantonment, military and naval hospital and wherever there
is a concentration of troops. Our country is at peace, but in the interest
of national defense our young men in great number: are being called from
thelr homes to serve in our Army and in our Navy Help tiie Red Cross
to help them.
4
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Every-Othcr-Uay
REGISTRATION OF ALIENS

TALK OF THE TOWN

Editor of The Courler-Oazette:—
WUl you kindly publish ln your
1 paper a notice to the effect that
! the present fee for an applicant
| for a Certificate of Registry to
legalize the residence of an alien
in the United States is $10. but
Dec. 11 Owls Head—Church fair at by an amendment to this Act,
Library building
passed by Congress on Oct. 14. 1940
Dec. 11—society for thr Hard of |
Hearing meets In First Baptist vestry. this fee will be increased to $18

New 4-H Club Agent

A dispatch from Holyoke. Mass
under date of Sunday says:
"Rev. Benjamin P. Browne, pas
tor of the Seccnd Baptist Church
today read his resignation to his
congregation, to accept a call to be
come State director ctf promotion
for Baptist churches in Massachu
setts. He will succeed Dr. Isaac
Higginbotham of Boston, w’ho W'as
advanced to a position of State
executive secretary of the recent
Massachusetts 8tate Baptist con
vention held in this city. Rev. Mr.
Browne came to Holyoke in Febru
ary, 1932. frem Winchester, where
he had erected a new church."

s

Dec
11 Congregational
Woman s 1 [nr puch annllcatinn received after
Association holds pcstponed meeting 10r eacn application receivea alter
In the parlors.
_
_ ] Jan. 12. 1941.
Dec ll—Friendship—Sunshine
80This Act Is the Registry Act of
ciety fair at Wincapaw hall.
Dec ia—Thespian Societv
holds March 2, 1929. as amended, and

£hBro?t“ Party

h°me U{ AI“tOn Irelates t0 allens residing ln the
United States of whom no record
lawful admission can be found,
1 This Act has nothing to do with
12—Camden piano recital by ^he Alien Registration Act of 1940.
of Mrs. Ruth Thomss Collemer (whereby aU aliens must register
Thomas Parish House.
I___ .
,
.
_
, .
,
ia—City schools close
and give thelr fingerprints prior

Dec 12—Thomaston—Parent-Teacher
A Dec 12 Monthly*1 meeting of Baptlst Men s League (Note change in

Dec.
pupUs
at St.
Dec.
Dec 13—Camden Senior play "One
Mad Night" at Opera House.
Dec. 14—Pomona Orange meets with
Wessaweskeag Orange. South Thomas'on I Inke Christmas treet
Dec. 2b—Warren Radio Round Up
Revue nt Olover hall
Dec. 21 —Camden Benefit Christmas
Dirty at Opera House by Doris Heald
School of Dancing.
Dec. 15 -Christmas Dav
Dec 30 Winter term of city schools
begins
•lan 6—Oolden Jubilee guest meet
ing of Lady Knox Chapter. D.A R at
Community Building

»0

j
!
I

tv..

27

Errold Trainer has moved from
the Brown house on Orace street i
[ to the Pratt tenement on the same
street.

1940

’

Former Rockland Boy Home Defense News

Reads Resignation

Francis J. H. Dever
Inspector in Charge.

Harvey Small of the Coast Guard
station at Burnt Island spent the
Miss Anna M Simpson has been weekend at hls home with Mrs
BORN
appointed
4-H Club agent in Knox small and daughter Rose Ann.
Elliot—At Portland. Dec. 8. to Mr
_____
and Mrs Albert B Elliot of Thomas and Lincoln Counties and will as- I
ton. a son—Oeorge Elliot. 3d
sume her duties in this area today. I More Talk of
Town on Pag€ ?
Carter At Hampden. Dec 6. to Mr
_____
and Mrs. Thomas L. Carter i Marjorie She succeeds Miss Lucinda E. Rich ■
Jack’on). a daughter—Harriet Bernleoe who is now demonstration agent, j Kenneth
u
npw drivw
Robinson At Thomaston. Dec 7. to
Miss S n.nson graduated last June for U)e
SanUary
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Robinson u son
from University of Maine where she which is to be henceforth operated
was prominent in athletics, having by Mrs. Irene Adolphsen. The
MARRIED
It was worthwhUe getting up
Rich-Shephard -At Stonington. Nov. received her seal, the highest award
early this morning to see that 28. Jacob H Rich of Boston and Mrs. offered in girls' athletics. She was I telephone is 1399.
magnificent sunrise, too quickly Virginia Shepard of 8tonlngton
a member of the field hockey team
Only one rejection was made yeseclipsed by clouds Temperature 15
and a member of the All-Maine
DIED
.hockey
.
.team .her senior
,
above. Sunday’s warm spell re
year. She, terday
/ ln driving
* tests, 13 appli££
Horsley At Thomaston, Dee 8. diimoved much of the undesirable
also
play
2d
volley
ball
and
basket-.
w
Rs
char
*
KsthPr Parker
.
v. i. _* J bert T. Horsley, aged 72 years. 9
snow and ice, and we are back at months. 1 day Private funeral Wed ball and was a member of tnel ..
«
nesday at 2 o'clock from the Cushing
normal, for a few days at least. funeral
girls rifle Unm for two years. She
and In
Adel.
home. Thomaaton
Shop early.
Hanson—At
Thomaston,
Dec
9. served on .he Girls Athletic Council bert
£nt
^7^ted ln
Anna L (Johnson) Hanson, wife of
®
John Hanson, aged 36 years. 4 months. as class leaaer her Senior year.
Olen Lawrence was a business 21 days.
Miss Simpson received a Charles 8 ' ns e ’
Allen At Clark Island. Dec
10
visitor in Portland yesterday.
Lena B , wife of Wilbur F Allen, aged Payson schrlarship for two years
A public supper will be held Sat
44 years. 3 months. 10 days Funeral and a Bertha Joy Thompson Schol
Thursday at 1 o'clock from the rest
Writing from Saint John. N B. dence
arship the remaining two years urday night from 5 to 7, ln St.
joe Kelley. Rockland boy serving [.‘****7*1 «*br“n
K She was a former member of the Peter's Undercroft. Mrs Roy Estes
will be chairman, assisted by Mrs
With the Canadian forces, tells Of ll months 13 days Fuheral Wednes- Gray 4-H Club.
I Alton Decrow. Mrs. Waller C. Ladd.
dining on the steamship St. J^n |
Bspu.^ Church
1 Mrs Oeorge Avery, Mrs. Gilmore
with "Jake' Philbrook. “It was like
Young At East Union. Dec. 8.
Pictures furnished by the Sea- ■ Soule Miss Emma Harding will be
getting a letter from home." writes
oXkVm South'S^ board Manufacturing Co. of Bucks- |n -charge of the dining room, and
Joe. who is keeping in close touch ! Advent Church.
port will be shown at tomorrow s
Frank Harding Sr. the tickets,
with Rorkland affairs through the
meeting of the Rockland Lions
IN MEMORIAM
medium of The Courier-Gazette.
Club. High School students will
News was received yesterday of
In loving memory of Ella Frances
Larson, who passed away Dec 8. 1939 manipulate the projector.
the sudden death of Andrew MeeA final dividend of 3 percent will we,little thought when last we saw 1/
, han. a member of the well known
soon
be paid
to rpatrons of the for-1 . Thatyou
- you would never return
NorUrend residents are suffering I granite manufacturing tamlly of
w
F
mer Security Trust Company who ! That death so soon would partt us
i bit from nostalgia as they note Phuadelplua
Victim of a heart
And leave us here to mourn
were savings depositors or mem
What pain you bore we never knew rapid disappearance of the elevat- attack. his passing occurred Sat
bers of the Chilstmas Club. The
We did not aee you die.
ed" between the foot of James ’ urday night. Funeral services will
thia we know, that you have gone
payments will be made before I But
street and the rear of the Farms be held at his residence. 915 West
And never aald good-bye
Christmas at the offices in Rock
Bereaved husband, daughter, and worth property. The Lime Reck Dolphin street, Philadelphia. Wedlar.d. Camden, Vinalhaven. Union sister. And row Larson. Mr- Fred Railroad trestlework at that point nesday forenocn Supt Alfred C.
, ...
Slatalre, Mrs. Oertrude Berry. Mrs
and Warren, and will bnng the Martha Crowley.
is being taken down and the resi- Hocking of the Cjark Island plant
total payments to 73 percent. The
dents of that section will probably wdl attend
announcement is made by the re
IN MEMORIAM
never again see the choo-choo cars
In loving memory of our dear wife glide by with their stone cargoes.
ceiver. Ensign Otis.
At the Sea Bcout meeting last
and mother. Marlon E Rivers who
went awsy Dec 10. 1939 and left us
week. Roland Hayes was trans
Beano at the Elks every Friday very sad and lonely
Miss Alice Bchn led devotions at ferred from his Scout troop to the
one from us haa gone,
night
129-tf j A Aprecious
the Sunday night meeting ol the sea Scout ship, and two applicavoice we loved ls stilled;
A place la vacant In our home
Senior YPC.U, which was foi- j tion blanks were given cut. It was
Which never can be filled
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for Ood
lowed by colored movies shown by j reported that one of the members,
ln Hls wisdom has recalled
Furs; Burdells Dress Shop for
The boon Hls love has given:
Wilbur F Senter of hls trip across william Tait, who has gone away
though the body slumbers here
Dresses. Complete stocks always And
the continent Mr. Senter proved ! to schcol. will keep his membership
The soul ls safe ln heaven
on hand. New merchandise coming
to be an excellent photographer, for , active. Mate Perry gave an ta
Charles C. Rivers and daughters
in every day at moderate prices.
lus shots were unusual and in- 1 'tractive talk on “kinds of Boats—
See them today. Odd Fellows Block,
IN MEMORIAM
tensely interesting. Next Sunday is Rigging •• Henry Moorlan. who has
School street. Rockland.
107-tf
In loving memory of Florence Oath visitation night, when a special pro
lecently returned from being emwho died Dec 10. 1921
gram will be presented. All parents ployed on a yacht, submitted a
Some may think that we've forgot
and friends aA invited, the meet beautiful medaiion which the ship
ten.
Some may think the wound Is
ing beginning at 7.30.
voted to accept. He will now make
healed:
DANCING
But no one knows the grief and sor
one for each member. All but one
row
J. E. Stevens in the capacity of note of permission to answer mo
Every Wed.
That lies within our hearts con
cealed.
Orand High Priest, attended the bilization calls have been received.
AT
In our home you are fondly remem annual convocation of the Pennsyl
bered—
Vinrent Sheean will speak in
vania Grand Chapter in Philadel
GLEN
Sweetly, tender, loving and true;
Bangor City Hall Dec. 16, using
phia
last
week.
Five
hundred
of
There's
not
a
day
goes
by.
dear
COVE
daughter.
the R A M. members were present as his subject “As the Scene
That we do not think of you.
Music By
and the occasion Included two Changes."
Mr 6heean ts the
Father. Mother and Sisters
elaborate banquets, at one of which famed American foreign corr°sMr. Stevens delivered his lecture j pondent. and was eye witness to
CARD OF THANKS
HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
I desire to extend my heartfelt Landmarks cf Democracy.’’ This the momentous events in France
thanks to the members of Winslow- was so well received that he was in and England in the Summer and
Holbrook Post. A L. and all others
STTtf
who were so kind and sympathetic on immediate receipt of an invitation Fall of 1340. being in Europe dur
the occasion of the death of my to address the Delaware Orand ing the bombing and burning of
brother. Mont P Trainer I wish es
pecially to thank those who sent Chapter in Wilmington.
London. Mrs. Sleean is the for
flowers and furnished cars for the
mer
Diana
Forbes-Robertson,
funeral.
•
Froid W. Trainer
Stan Boynton has authorization youngest daugntrr of Lady Jcl-nfrom the Mack Motor Truck Co ston Forbes Rrtvrtson of Eng aud.
CARD OF THANKS
formerly Oertrude Elliot of this
We wish to express our sincere to clean up all used trucks now on
thanks and gratitude for the many hand.
It should be very much city. Mrs. Sheean was entertained
expressions of sympathy extended to worth your while to look over this in Sent,‘ nber at the Oay street
us In our recent sorrow
Especially
do we wish to extend thanks to the stock if you are thinking of buy home of her mother's cousin, Mrs.
officers end members of Winslow-Hol
ing a truck. No reasonable offer Henry C. Chatto, when she met
brook Unit No 1.
Mrs Margaret Decker Mrs Willard refused.
Mack Motor Truck Co., former friends and other relatives
Hardlne. Mrs Mary Barrows. Mrs.
116 Park St . Rockland —adv.
of her mother.
Earle Perry
Portland, Me.

Anna M. Simpson

The Weather

n

Al1

Men Organized By Com
mander Hamlin Drilling
Steadily At Every
Meeting

Members of Goldenrod Chapter,
The State of Maine (Poultry
OE.S have been invited to attend Show in which there is much local
Nelghborhaood Party Wednesday
Interest will be held Wednesday
night at 7.30 to be held at Orace
Thursday and Friday at the Ex
Chapter, OES. in Thomaston.
position Hall in Portland.

All men over 35 years of age are
asked to Join the Home Defense
Corps. The ranks arc now open
for those men who have not seen
service and who want to do their
bit for Home Defense, now Ls the
| time to join, tonight at Spring
1 Street Armory.
New grates have been instated ln
Ihe bciler at the Armory and now
plenty 01 heat will greet you on
drill nights.
All members are asked to report
for drill tonight at 8, drilling from
8 to 9.
At the last regular drill these
men were given command of the
Corps to drill for 10 minutes:
Horace Booth
Sergeant — James Huntley, in
Corporals — Edward
Horace R. Booth, son of Mr. and command;
Mrs. Richard A. Booth of Portland Huntley and Perley Simmons. Prlformerly of this city, received an , vates—John Desmond, John Llnnell,
appointment this year to the faculty George Nield, Mike Roman and
ut Yale University, as assistant in Charles Seavey.
Each drill night men In the ranks
structor. whire he was also taking
a course In the Romance Language will be given a chance to drill the
department of Graduate School as Corps to make them understand
preparation for achieving hLs Ph. D the new manual in full terms.
These Corp members are asked
degree. This has been interrupted
by orders for a year's active service to report tonight for drill: John
tn the regular army, he being a first Richardson. Ellison Robinson, Earle
lieutenant in the Reserve Corps. He Withee, Steve Accardi, Clyde
ls now located at the Infantry Achorn, Leander Arey, Arnold Al
len, Calvin Beal, Clinton Brackett,
School in Ft Benning. Ga.
Mr. Booth was salutatorian of Leroy Carter, Leo Chase. Al Collins,
Rockland High School class of 1932. Donald Crouse. Albert Cusson, Rob
and received the bachelor's degree ert Cuthbertson, Steve Daniels
from Broun University ln 1936 He Ralph Demmons, Harlan Dray,
was elected tc Phi Beta Kappa na Cecil Fitch. William Frye, Bill Frye.
tional honorary scholastic society Kenneth Wing. Nea! Grover, Oeorge
the same year, and did graduate Halstead, Seth Hanley, William
work at Brown ln 1937 In 1938. he 1 Hanson. Aimo Kajander. Alfred
taught English in a French High!Kiskila. Fred Knights. Josiah LarSchool In Lton. France, through af- rabeP' Oeorge Leonard. Chester
filiation with the Bureau of Inter- (Howard McMahon. K P.
national Eutcation
Alter doing
Howard Nield, Charles Nye,
graduate work at Brown University Fred Ott, Charles Robinson, Judson
in 1939. he was awarded a master’s Rector, Donald Overlock, Elbridge
Simmons. Oeorge Simmons. Charles
degree.
Mr Booth has many friends In Steeves.
this section.
Final rehears ils will be held to
day for the Blue Bonnet Varieties, a
Races scheduled by the New | prcgram sponsored by the Girl
England Sled Dog Club for the Scouts of troops 2 and 3 of Rock
coming season include the Cam land. The prcgram will be held ln
den Sncw Bowl Feb. 14-16.
the High School Auditorium Dec.
_ „ .
11. 8 p. m. It is an imitation radio
Mrs Valerie G. Crockett 22. wife prcgram and wfJ feature lmper.
of Vernard C Crockett, Jr., died >
of some of the best known
a> Blue Hill Hospital Nov. 9. leav- radl<) gnd
artuts such
Irg an infant son. Vernard. 3d ^jary Martin, Nelson Eddy, Shirley
She was the daughter of Mr and r^^ Gene Autry. Nemenoff and
Mrs. Roy Grindle of Blue Hill and ijuboshutz, concert pianists, and
had been employed fouryears by j many others. The Brcwnie troop
Dr. Beiss.Mr. Crockett graduated
wju do a patrictic drill as a special
from Rockland High School, class number. Marguerite Johnson will
of 1934 He is employed as plumber be 6tudio pianist. Doors will be
for Andrew Hary of Ellsworth.
open at 7 30.

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADWORK WONDERS

Subscribe to The Courler-Oazette.

SENTERnGRANE'S
Christmas Stockings

(gift
£>ale
69c
3 Pairs $2.00
The most practical gift

of all—a box of our ex
cellent stockings—sheer,

clear and strong.
Other luxury stockings

$1.00 and $1.35
a pair

SENTEIUCRANES

Give Giftj fcr Wa rmth

BEANO

l^f^Wrap her up in one of these charming house

coats—and hear her rapturous thanks!

TONIGHT

values for Christmas givers!

LEGION HALL

$2.98 lo $16.50

7.30 o'clock

CARD OF THANKS

ADMISSION 25 CENTS

We extend our heartfelt thanks to
the many persons and organizations
extending so many kindnesses during
♦*e Hlneaa and after the death of our

124Ttf

INDIGESTION
may affect the Heart

loved one.

Mrs. L. W. Benner and Floyd L.
Be..uer
Rockland. Dec. ff.
*

Ott tripped ln the il.tntrh or mliet may art like a
halr-trtcrer on the heart At the first elan of diitreee
wart men and women depend un Bell aru Tablet* te
•et gas free. No laxative but made of the faiteetactlna med ul nea known for arid ind ifeat Ion. If the
FIRST DO8B doesn’t prove Bell ana better, retura
buttle te ut and receive DOUBkl Money Bach. Be.

SENTERnCRANE'S

His Gift of Ties

R'"

1

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

eee
RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

119-tf

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf
Two tone chenille hou* ecoats, slide fast
ened from neck to hem.

ALWAYS WELCOME
Particularly
acceptable
are gifts of Potted Plants
and Cut Flowers, The*
convey a Christmas wish
as can no other gift.
Miniature figures in a
large assortment for your
collector friends.
Suet Feeders for bird
lovers.
Pin Cushion Flower Hold
ers so indispensable lo
flower lovers and at scarce
ly the price of a Christmas
card.
Christmas shop at—

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 318-W
148-149

Wraparound housecoats, with elaborate
floral pattern.

Quilted houseroats, wrap models, in a
choice of patterns.

} Great Sale of
Christmas Ties
English Macclesfields, Foulards, Poplins, Satins

Each in a Gift Box

Other Gift Ties, 5Sc to $2.00

Fur patterned fabric, in bill-, rural anil
wine.
Also Luxurious Housecoats in Satins,
Kenwood Virgin Wools, Flannels and
Velvets.

Excellent
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WALDOBORO

CATTLE PERISHED HERE

WARREN
««««

MRS LOUISE MTUUE3
Correspondent
ft ft ft a

ALENA L. STARRETT

Tel. 27

Tel. 49

Correspondent

ft ft ft ft

II

on

8 <f&‘

SHE STILL HAILS FROM ROCKLAND ''
Continued from Page One)
| a Maine sea captain, on his voyage
Because the visitors were depart to Peru. Shortly afterward Mr.
ing on the afternoon train, the Grace himself made a voyage to
only speaker was the secretary of Maine to marry Miss Gilchrist.
the Grace Line. Mr. Cogswell.
"On his return to Peru, with
•*We will always prize the resolu Mrs. Grace. Mr Grace expanded
tions passed by your City Govern his trading and shipping Interests,
ment," said the speaker, "and they but ill health forced him to leave
will be forwarded to ship in Port South America. He sailed for the
land. Oregon. The Red Jacket is tied United States and opened an office
in with Rockland through her in New York, now the headquar
name and her trial here, and what ters for W. R. Grace & Company
ls more natural than that we and Grace Line, and in New York
should want to continue her regis he and Mrs. Grace established
tration at the port of Rockland.
their home. Later, after the busi
Mr Cogswell gave a brief out ness was on a firm footing. Mr.
line of the Grace Line's steamship Grace became interested in pub
career, an Incident of which car lic life, entered politics and was
ries with a bit of romance in which twice elected mayor of New York.
Knox County is a factor. He said: 1880-1888 Mr. Grace died in 1904.
"Founded during the middle of and his son. Joseph P. Grace, now
the Nineteenth century, after W. Chairman of the iBoard of Directors
R. Grace had established the great became head of W R Orace * Co.
trading house of W. R. Orace & | "Today, Grace Line operates a
Co. in Callao, Peru. Grace Line modern freight and passenger
was the first American steamship service between New York and
line to establish regular service Panama. Colombia. Ecuador. Peru
between New York and the west and Chile, the oldest American
coast of South America.
steamship line in continuous op
"Mr. Grace, who had arrived eration between New York and
in Callao from Ireland when a South America's west coast.
young man, was instrumental in
“A second passenger and freight
the development of the type of service operates between New York.
sailing vessel such as the W R Curacao. Venezuela and Bermuda;
Grace and M P Grace, both bn'it while a freight service is main
in Maine. These sailing ships, un tained between the Pacific Coast
like the Red Jacket, were designed of the United States and the West
for carrying capacity rather than Coast of South America.
for spe*d. The Red Jacket, one
“In the past year the Grace Line
of the finest of clipper ships, nad has added six C-2 cargo vessels to
earlier established the incompar its fleet. The famous "Santa"
able record run. between New ships—the Santa Rosa. Santa
York and Liverpool, England o’ Paula. Santa Lucia and Santa
13 days, 1 hour and 25 minuter in I Elena, launched in 1932—set a
1854
i still unsurpassed standard in iux"While at Callao. Peru. Mr I ury passenger service in Sousli
Orace met a Miss Llllius Oilchrisi, American travel. These ships are
who had accompanied her father. operated in Grace Line's Caribbean
and West Coast of South America
Mrs. Winola Cooper, teacher of services.”
music in the Union schools and
In conclusion Mayor Veazie ex
Mrs. Willis Vinal of Warren The pressed deep appreciation of the
program was presided over by j Orace Lanes decision to retain
George I. Shaw. safety director, Rockland as the Red Jacket's hail
and consisted of chorus numbers, ing port, and spoke in warm terms
safety slogans, and favorite verses of the part Mr Moran has played
The children were accompanied on in bringing that about.
the trip by Supt Frank D Rowe,
and by several parents, who fur
STATE OF MAINE
nished transportation.
Knox, as
Knox County Probate Court
Mr. and Mrs Austin Snow have
In Equity
returned to East Warren after two
HOMER E ROBINSON. TRUSTEE
VS
weeks' visit with their son Stanley
MARY E HAINES ET AUS
Snow in Milford. Mass
To the Knox County Probate Court
At an assembly held at the High In Equity:
Homer E Robinson of Rockland In
School Friday morning, these mem the county and state aforesaid as
successor
Trustee under the will of
bers of the Student Council report
Sussn S Singhi. late of said Rockland,
ed department sessions of the deceased, complains against Marv E
State Conference of Student Coun Haines. Fred C Dean and Arthur F
Dean executor of the will of Vlttrlce
cils held recently in Augusta: H Thomas, all of said Rockland: Edna
Madeleine Haskell, Jeannette Over C. Waterhouse of Melrose In the Com
monwealth of Massachusetts Fran
lock. Leona Jones. Charlotte Moore. cis Dean of Stafford In the State of
Connecticut:
Henry U Slnghl of the
Leona Sidelinger. Joan 8mith and
City. County and State of New York.
Mary Ludwig
Bowdoin Miller, Arthur J. Cogswell of the City and
president of the Student Council, County of Philadelphia and State of
Pennsylvania; and FAD Slnghl
presided.
F. W Slnghl and Lizzie Allen, who

Crescent Temple will hold its an
nual meeting with election of offi
cers Friday. Mrs. Mildred Star
rett will be supper chairman.
Willard Hall has been ill at his
home. Mrs. Hall who is employed
at Newton. Mass., having been re
called to care for him. She at
The large barn on the Walter Spear home and garage nearby present is also ill at her home.
The fire department was called
Bucklin dairy farm at South War were threatened but were saved
ren was destroyed by fire Sunday although the fire damaged an ice Saturday to a chimney fire at the
home of Efcra Savage.
morning, and perishing in the house near the barn.
flames were two horses and 19 head
“Destroyed by the fire were 70
Schools, will close Friday for
of registered cattle. Twenty head tons of hay. a ton of grain delivered two weeks.
of cattle and one hog were saved. Saturday and farm machinery
Mrs. Chisie Trone has been ill.
Our Warren correspondent writes:
“The livestock driven from tlie
Specialties with the one-act play
"The fire was discovered by Na barn were taken by truck by E. A.
than Lewis of Friendship as he was I Burns of Friendship and Oscar presentation. Friday by High
passing the farm on his return to Carroll of West Rockport to the School, included two clarinet solos
his home from Rockland.
He bams of Ralph Davis and Levi by Glenice French, and two
quartet numbers by Elizabeth Kenawakened Mr. and Mrs. Bucklin and ! Bucklin.
Warren and Thomaston firemen 1 “Volunteers carried the furniture riston. Gloria Haskell. Ann Nor
fought the blaze wuh water from from the Bucklin home but re wood and Mary Ludwig, the ac
a well and witli snow. The Bucklin turned it when the danger had companists. Miss Verna Robinson
and Mrs. Avis Norwood. Madeleine
house, a garage and tlie Lavah passed.
Haskell acted as announcer. Pro
ceeds will benefit the four classes.
The coaches were. Principal Her
bert DeVeber, and assistant Miss
Caroyyn Hayden.
Schools will enjoy Christmas
parties Friday. The primary and
rural schools are planning special
programs Friday afternoon: and
A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
Hinckley Comer Wednesday at 1.30.
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1915.
At the High School Friday after
noon a picture will be shown
through the courtesy of a bottling
The Baptist women netted $350 Friendship and Miss Calista M. company. This will be followed by
from their annual fair.
Cameron of Southport.
a Christmas tree, and party ar
Bangor, Nov. 25. Fred W Benner ranged by the Student Council.
Mrs. Ida Lunt bought the Lizzie
formerly or Rockland and Miss Mary
Walker house on Gay street.
The annual meeting of the Farm
ers' Mutual Fire Insurance Co. will
Ralph B Loring opened a restau F. Gilman of Bangor.
Warren Nov. 11. Baxter Curtis of be held Saturday at 2 o'clock at
rant in Singhi block
Alfred F. Sherman bought the Vinalhaven and Mrs. Elizabeth the town house, with election of
Payson of Warren.
officers. A directors' meeting will
Parmenter shoe store in Camden
Thomaston, Nov. 13. Leon Haupt be held at 1 o'clock Saturday.
Harold L. Karl was home from
of Waldoboro and Ruth Stackpole
Sao Paulo. Brazil, on a vacation.
Herbert Pendleton, of the C.CJC
The W H. Glover Co. began work of Thomaston.• • • •
Camp in Alfred passed the week
at Gilkey's Harbor, Islesboro on a
Job W. Ingraham 87. who was end with his mother. Mrs. Augusta
$50,000 cottage for J. Kearsiey selectman when the Goose River Moon
He has enlisted in the
Mitchell of Philadelphia
regular Army, second on the list
bridge was built, died in Rockort
The ornamental front of Everett
A complimentary banquet was for this quota, and will report for
L. Spear's new block was designed I held at the W. O. Master's hall in training in January following h,s
by E R. Keene.
Thomaston in honor of the 98th discharge from the camp at Alfred.
George W. Redman, prominent birthday of Percy Montgomery. W
Wesley Tolman, Waltjr Ander
Stonington merchant, died at the I
son and Willis Moody Jr., were
L. Catland was toastmaster.
age of 65.
A baby show featured the Pe home from Port McKinley for th<^
C. Vey Holman was a guest at a ' nobscot View* Grange fair. The : weekend.
dinner in Washington. D C. given handsomest kiddies were: Under, Mr. and Mrs. Alford Wiley passed
by Col. Robert M Thompson, presi
one year, Clifford Wade Carroll: , Sunday at the home of Mr. and
dent of the Navy League.
under two years, Dorothy Rose Mrs. Leon Wotton. at Pleasantville.
!
The Ladies' Circle of the Univer- Aylward: under three years, Doro- ] During their absence. Miss Vir
salist Church netted $60 from their
ginia Moody, sister of Mrs Wiley,
thy Stevens.
Fair of the Seasons" M:
A. T.
Mrs Elizabeth Knight, 34. of stayed with the Wiley children at
Thurston was chairman.
Rockpcrt. died as the result of j North Warren.
* Eddie Mooney, former Bath polo
Ivy Chapter, O.ES., has accepted
burns.
player, well known in Rockland; Frank Kennedy of Camden an invitation to attend a “neigh
was killed while boarding a train t brought S. Hansen's bakery build- j borhood party" Wednesday at 7.30
in Woburn.
ing and was to move it onto the at Grace Chapter, Thomaston.
Free candy to first 100 people at
Smackmen were paying 25 cents
Miss Madeline Mank is employed I
bridge .
Radio Round-up Revue. Glover
a pound for lobsters.
Vinalhaven citizens sorrowed over for the Winter at the home of Mrs ! Hall Dec. 20. Show features Smil
Maynard Leach was braking for 5
the death of Spot, the Bridgeside Perley Damon.
ing Art. singing yodeller. Billy
the Maine Central Railroad.
This committee from the Con
Sunshine, famous comedian—adv.
Tlie Knox County Alumni As- cat.
gregational Ladies' Circle will serve
148*It
sociation of the University of Maine
public supper Thursday at the
was organized with A. P Starrett STONINGTON
chapel: Mrs William Barrett, Mrs.
'79 of Warren as president. Other ’ Miss Margaret Drew passed the Ira Perry. Mrs. Emerson Perkins.' APPLETON MILLS
officers were: Robert A. Webster weekend in Bangor.
Mrs Nettie Jameson. Mrs L. Clark " Mrs. Blanche Brown remains ill.
! of Rockland, vice president: R. S
Marie Thompson of Deer Isle French and Mrs. Willis Vinal.
Mrs. Inez Ames ls a surgical pa
Sherman of Rockland, secretary was recent guest of her aunt Mrs j Reception from WRDO Saturday
tient at Knox Hospital.
and treasurer.
Nora Marshall.
morning was good and the safety
Paul Guitire wert to<ay to
• • • •
Mrs. Alice Sawyer has been visit broadcast by the pupils of the Pawtucket. R. i.
These births were recorded:
upper grades of Union and War
Recent guests here w»re Miss
Lincolnville, Nov. 20. to Mr. and ing her sister Francis Milne.
ren schools, was much enjoyed, and Ruth Arrington, who ViAl’ed her
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cousins
of
Isle
au
Mrs. Richard Lermond, a daughter.
well done, due to the efforts of1
Vinalhaven. Nov. 20, to Mr. and Haut passed the holiday with Mr. ======= I parents. Mr. and Mrs W. B Arrlnston; Mr. and Mrs. Waller
Mrs. Harland Dearborn, a daugh- and Mrs. Robert Hutchinson.
UNION
Sprow'. and thildren of Burling
ter.
Those here over Thanksgiving low—Linnie Dunham.
Seventh grade, high—Beth Blood. ton Vt., the guests of his parents
Rockland. Nov. 25. to Mr. and Day included: Mr. and Mrs. Irv
Mrs Emma Ryan is boarding
with Mrs. Charles Howe for the Mrs. Ansel C. Saunders, a daughter. ing Simpson, Margaret Haskell. May Burgess. Mildred Carter. Vic Mr and Mrs. Arthur Sprow'; M.ss
Winter.
Winthrop .Mass.. Nov. 20, to Mr. Jean Hilliard, Albina Ingalls. Lois tor Hatch. Mary Lealis. Betty Olive Gushee from Gorham Ntrir.a. School, g'e-t of her parents.
Irving Rich has a beautiful and Mrs. Charles Chapin, a daugh Stinson. Betty Barter. Thurlow Robbins; low. Thomas Warren.
Mrs. Ada Mitchell is at Maynard
Christmas tree at his home.
ter—Caroline Louise.
Pitts. Grace Gross. Mary McGuire.
Brown's.
Herbert Hills is at Knox Hospital
Rockland. Nov. 23. to Mr. and Mrs. Mary Coombs. Vernette Noyes.
STATE OF MAINE
ss
for treatment.
Frank K. Gardner, a daughter— Mary Billings and Norma Tewks Knox,
Mrs. Cassie Paul has employment
TO THE HONORABLE JUSTICE OF
Mrs. Mabel Ginnell called Sat Caro Louise.
THE
SUPERIOR
COURT, next to be at the Clarence Ames residence.
bury.
held at Rockland, within and for the
urday on friends here.
Foxcroft, Nov. 22, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Darroch was a dinner
Mrs. Kenneth Conary and child County of Knox, on the second Tues
Mrs. Laura Daniels has returned Frank Morris, a son.
day of February. A. D 1941
guest Thursday at Mr. ahi Mrs
are home from Castine.
Helen
Gordon
of
Warren.
In
the
from a month's visit in Boston.
Camden, Nov. 28, to Mr and Mrs.
Ada Joyce is employed at the County of Knox and State of Maine Joseph Oushee's
Mrs. Carrie Mank, whose hand Percy S. French, a son—Harold Power Co.'s office.
wife of Jack Gordon, of parts un
known. respectfully represents:
was badly crushed by being caught Monro.
STATE OF MAINE
James McOuire has returned to
That she was lawfully married to
in her electric wriner, has recov
Rockland, Nov. 12, to Mr and New Rochelle. N Y.
the said Jack Gordon at New York COUNTY OF KNOX, ss
City on the third day of February 1933
ered the use of it to a moderate Mrs. Adelbert L. Babbidge, son—
TO THE HONORABLE JUSTICE OF
That they lived together as husband
Capt. John Deeke is visiting
degree.
*
and wife at Rockland. In said County THE SUPERIOR COURT next to be
Charles Adelbert.
relatives in Boston.
of Knox, from the time of their mar held at Rockland within and for said
Mr. and Mrs. Richard J. Ames of
Union, Nov. 14. to Mr. and Mrs.
of Knox on the second Tues
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Eaton riage until the second day of Novem County
day of February, 1941.
ber. 1935;
Springfiefld. Mass., spent the holiday Ralph Wallace, a daughter.
Elsie
Ingersoll
of Rockland In the
with Donald. Erwin and AudreyThat your libellant has always con
weekend with friends here.
Union, Nov. 11, to Mr. aind Mrs. passed Thanksgiving with the P. ducted
herself towards her said hus said County of Knox being the wife
of
Robert
E.
Ingersoll
band as a faithful, true and affection represents: that she wasrespectfully
Roy Gleason, a son.
lawfully
J. Eaton's at Sunset.
ate wife;
South Hope, Oct. 30, to Mr. and
That on the said second day of No married to the said Robert E Inger
B. Norman Dickenson passed a
TYPEWRITERS Mrs. Joseph Gath, a daughter.
vember 1935 the said Jack Gordon soll at Rockland aforesaid on the 14th
recent vacation with his mother utterly deserted your libellant with day of February. 1937; that they lived
All Makes—Sales—Rentals
Vinalhaven, Nov. 12, to Mr. and
out cause, which said utter desertion together as husband and wife at said
in Newton. Mass.
has continued for three consecutive Rockland from the time of their said
Mrs. Parker Sloane, a son.
ROCKLAND
Mrs.
Virginia
Shephard
of
this
years next prior to the filing of this marriage until the 15th day of March.
TYPEWRITER CO.
Rockland,
Nov.
7,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
1937; that your libelant has always
libel;
71 Park Street
town
and
Jacob
H.
Rich
of
Boston
That his residence ls unknown to conducted herself towards her said
James M. King, a son—James V.
Tel. 297-W
your libellant and cannot be ascer husband ss a faithful, true and affec
Free Typing Course
Union—To Mr. and Mrs. Lero were married Nov. 28 by Gordon tained
tionate wife: that on the said 15th
by reasonable diligence;
MacKay.
That there ls no collusion between <»»» of March 1937 said Robert E TnGleason, a son.
gersou
deserted your libelant
Guy Barbour recently underwent your libellant and the said Jack Gor without utterly
Rockland, Nov. 21, to Mr. and
cause and went to parts un
don to obtain a divorce;
an
appendix
operation.
known
to
her;
that said utter deser
STATE OF MAINE
WHEREFORE she prays that a di
Mrs. Charles E. Staples, a son—
tion has continued for three con
Edith Bagley is employed at the vorce may be decreed between her secutive
CITY OF ROCKLAND
years
next
prior to the filing
Charles William.
and the said Jack Gordon for the
A hearing will h? held at the City
cause above set forth, and that she of this libel; that <ie residence of the
Rockland, Nov. 21, to Mr. and office of the Granite Garage.
Hall in the City of Rockland, on Tues
said
Robert
E.
Ingersoll
unknown
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Stinson and may have the custody of her minor to the libelant and cannot1* be
day. December 10th, 1940, at 5.15 Mrs. Tony Brady, a son.
ascer
children, named Ralph Gordon, age
o'clock in the afternoon, by the muni
Cecila Stinson passed the holiday six years, and Richard Gordon, age tained by reasonable diligence; that
• • • •
cipal officers for the approval of opthere ls no collusion between your
five
years
plicationj> for Club or Restaurant Malt
Tlie marriages for this period with their parents Mr. and Mrs.
Dated at Rockland, Maine, this libelant and the said Robert E Inger
Liquor Licenses made by the follow were:
to obtain a divorce; wherefore
Harold Stinson.
twenty-third day of November. A D soll
ing persons or clubs:
she prays that a divorce may be de
C. F. Coombs has sold his boat 1940.
Robert 8. Brann. 636 Main Street.
Deer Isle, Nov. 10, Roscoe D.
creed between her and the said Robert
MRS
HELEN
GORDON.
Tom Canacarls. 275 Main Street.
E Ingersoll for the cause above set
to Howard Oreenlaw.
STATE OF MAINE
forth
Arthur S Smalley. 239 Main Street. Gross of Isle au Haut and Miss
Knox. ss.
Dated at Rockland Maine, this thir
Walter I. Kaler. 311 Main Street
Mayetta S Brown of Stonington. High Ranking Students
Rockand. Nov 23. 1940
Ba- '
Avenue
1940
Subscribed and sworn to before me teenth day of November.
Winterport, Ot 31, John Goff of
E3FIIE INGERSOLL
Thorndike Hotel. Inc., 335 Main
The honor roll of for the last this twenty third day of November.
Subscribed and sworn to.
Street.
Providence and Mrs. Jessie Davis of
A.
D.
1940
period is: Post Graduates, high
Before me.
All persons may appear to show’
JEROME C BURROWS.
FRANK A. TTRRETL. JR .
cause. If any they may have, why said Union.
honors—Elinor Blood. Edith Fifleld.
Notary
Public
applications should not be approved
Notary Public.
Friendship. Nov. 13. William Wot
STATE OF MAINE
Martha Gross; low—.Robert Fifleld.
Seal
by the municipal officers.
ton,
Jr.
of
Friendship
and
Julia
(L.
8)
STATE
OF
MAINE
Dated at Rockland, this second day
Seniors, high—Constance Coombs,
Clerk's Office. Superior Court. KNOX. 66.
of December, A. D. 1940.
Winchenbach of Waldoboro .
Charlotte Goodrich. Helen Gray; rxi’VA, sa
Clerk'a Office. Superior
Attest:
Waterbury,
Conn..
Nov.
16,
Daniel
Court. In Vacation
E R KEENE.
low
—
Herbert
Jones
David
Stiirdee,
Rockland,
November
29.
A
D
1940
Rockland. November 27. A. D 1940
Cltv Clerk. E. Ball, formerly of Rockland and
Upon the foregoing LIBEL Ordered.
Upon the foregoing LIBEL. Ordered.
Marjorie Tewksbury.
145-T-143 Grace E. Strong of Waterbury.
That the Libellant give notice to said
the Libellant give notice to said
Juniors, high—Caroline Billings. Jack Gordon to appear before our That
Robert E Ingersoll to appear before
Spruce Head. Nov. 16, Charles J.
Superior
Court to be holden at Rock our Superior Court to be holden at
STATE OF MAINE
Natalie
Eaton.
Caroline
Turner;
Murphy of Rockland and Cora W.
land. within and for the County of Rockland, within and for the County
CITY OF ROCKLAND
low—Oleta Fileld and Patricia Knox on the second Tuesday of Febru of
Knox on the second Tuesday of
Snow of Spruce Head.
A hearing will be held at the City
ary A. D 1941. by publishing an at February A. D 1941, by publishing an
\
angelei.
Warren, Nov. 20, Alba 8. Yates of
Hall in the City of Rockland, on Tues
tested copy of said Libel, and this attested copy of said Libel, and this
Sophomores, high—Walter Giay, order thereon, three weeks successively order thereon, three weeks successive
day, December 10th, 1940. at 5.15 Auburn and Miss Marguerite L.
o’clock in the afternoon, by the muni
In the Courier-Gazette a newspaper ly In the Courier Oazette. a newspaper
Margaret Holland, Vera Jones; low printed
In Rockland In our County printed In Rockland in our County
cipal officers, on the application of Spinney of Warren.
Thorndike Hotel. Inc . by Nathan Berof
Knox the last publication to be of Knox the last publication to be
—
Dorothy
Barter.
Byron
Bll'.ng^.
Rockland, Nov. 23, Samuel J.
thirty days at least prior to said sec thirty days at least prior to said
llawskv Pres for a license to sell
Jeannie Hutchinson, Newel! Rob ond Tuesday of February next, that second Tuesday of February next, that
spirituous and
vinous liquors at Candage and Edith M Crowley.
he may there and then In our said he may there and then in our said
Thorndike Hotel. 385 Main Street,
Camden, Nov. 16. Harold S. Trull bins.
court appear and show cause. If any
Rockland. Maine.
appear and show cause, tf any
Freshmen, high—Edward Black- he have, why the prayer of said Li court
All persons may appear to show and Anna M. Gould.
he have, why the prayer of said Libel
cause, if any they may have, why
more, Madalyn Jordan, Linda Bur bellant should not be granted.
lant should not be granted
Lewiston,
Nov.
17,
Wendall
ARTHUR CHAPMAN.
said application should not be ap
ARTHUR CHAPMAN.
Jones of Camden and Ida Kilgore gess, Genevive Robbins, Mary
Justice of the Superior Court.
proved bv the municipal officers.
Justice of the Superior Court.
A
true
copy
of
the
Libel
and
Order
Dated at Rockland, this second day • of Lisbon Falls.
A
true
copy
ot
the Libel with Order
Taylor, Charlotte Turner: low—
of the Court thereon.
of December, A. D. 1940.
of Court thereon.
Lucia (Peatrice. Glenna Spofford,
Vinalhaven,
Nov.
19.
Merle
G.
Attest:
Attest:
____
AUe8t:
E. R KEENE.
MILTON M GRIFFIN.
MILTON M GRIFFIN.
Raymond Webb.
Clt5 Clerk. ' Bunker and Isabella A Candage.
Clerk.
Clerk
115 T -l 'Kl I Bath, Noy 24, Austin A Orne of
Eighth grade, bigh—CollU Jou<*s;
lM-iA5-T-I48
I
14«-I45-T-i4a

The Baptist Missionary Society
held its annual Christmas party
Friday afternoon at the home of
Miss Edna Young. Mrs. Harold
Nutter had charge of the program.
Mrs. Bessie Kuhn, Mrs. Helen
Perry and Miss Young served re
freshments.
Leon Steward. Mrs. Albert Ben
ner and Mrs. James Waltz attended
a banquet and entertainment at
the Augusta House Wednesday
night given by the Depositors
Trust Co. to its employes. This
is an annual affair and this year
88 were present.
An organization to be known as
the Waldoboro Handicraft Co-op
erative was formed here reecntly.
The meeting was held in the As
sessor's Office with Ralph W.
Haskell, Supervisor of Maine
Crafts assisting in organizing. Miss
Grace has been chosen as' clerk
of the association.
Mrs. Myrtle Young of Bath has
been recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Weston.
Mrs. Horace Morse of Bath and
Mrs. Lois Flett of Ossining. N. Y.,
are tn town called by the illness
of their mother, Mrs. Emma
Hagerman.
Mrs. Lila Lovejoy and Mrs. Ger
ald Dalton visited Friday in Port
land.
Mrs. William T. Spear and Frank
Carroll of Portland were guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. B. G.
Miller.
Several members of the Baptist
Church attended the meeting of
the
Damariscotta
Association
prayer meeting Monday night in
Jefferson.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weston
were dinner guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. James Wood.
Mrs. William Kennedy was hos
tess Friday night to the Mending
Club.
Miss Margaret Bennett of Rock
land spent the weekend with Miss
Joan (Burnheimer.
Among those attending the
American Legion Council meeting
in Damariscotta Sunday night
were: Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff.
Mr. and Mrs. Flores Wellman.
Captain and Mrs. Ralph Pollard.
Mrs. Joseph DeNapoli. Mr. and
Mrs. E. John Miller. William H.
Brooks. Jr., and A. D. Gray.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Burns and
family went Sunday to Portland
where they will make their home.
Mr. Burns having employment
there.
Mrs. William Sprague has re
turned from Rockland where she
was guest of her niece Mrs. Bessie
Sumner.
The Meadowlark Troop of Girl
Scouts met Monday at the Elmer
Jameson store.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Parsons
and son "Billy'* of Newcastle were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. C.
B Stahl.
Mrs. Henry Crowell and Mrs.
Bessie Benner went Monday to
Boston where they will spend a
few days.
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SENTER^CRANE'S
Ski! Skate!

'’is

Snow Suits

|$4.98-$16.50

}>

SKATING SKIRTS
$1.98 up
SKI PANTS
$1.98 up
SKI JACKtTS
$3.98 up
SKATING SHOES
$2.98 up
I For Boys and Girls)

In Everybody’s Column FOR SALE
Advertisements in thia culumn no
to exceed three line* Inserted once foi
25 cents thrSe times for 50 cents Ad
dltlonal lines Ove cents each for one
time. 10 oenta for three tlmee
Five
-mall words to a Hot

LOST AND FOUND
KEY ring lost Saturday or Sundav
containing three keys, cockscrew and
bottle opener. Finder please TEL
59-M City
140" 150

LIVE bait for sale H H CRIE 8c CO
328 Main St City
148-150

ORADE Hamosh're ram for sale. 3
old. 85 W R WELLMAN. Rt 2.
Union___________________________ 148*lt

vear

KNIORTS Templar regalia for sale.
In fair condition 825. hat size 7',
1
s|;y?»AN 15 Pie-sant St 148*150

SIX and-one electric combination
sawing ( utnt for sale Price right A
W DIMUTH South Warren
148*150
ft

MOTOR boat prooellor and nalr »
oar for -ale
DELIA YORK. Ill
148 It

Pletssnt St

WANTED

DCDOE motor 1929 lor sale. 810;
Chevrolet coupe 1930. in fine running
condition $50
MRS H C PARSON
North Haven, Mt
148-150

A used car wanted. Model A Ford
preferred Oood condition TEL 396-R
P O Box 572___________________148-lt

PAIR of one-horse sleds for sale.
RALPH BENNETT Bonnie Brae St .
Camden
147-149

RFI.IABI.E man wanted to care for
SINGLE-horse sled for sale
TEL
local business Married man preferred. 28 11. Warren
147*149
Inside and outside position Car es; -i; ;al Write P O BOX 146. Water
GIRL'S dark green ski suit for sale
are not resdents of the State of Maine, ville. Me for appointment
148-15Q F'r-t class t 'ind'tlou Size 18. Chesn
but whose residences, to your True
Call ■
LEI. 941-M
148-148
tee. are unknown, and says:
POSITION as office clerk wanted,
On September 15. 18BH Susan S experienced and good references TFL
r.AIfY carriage for sale draft proof.
Singhi of said Rockland executed her 1247 W________________________________ 148*150 I excellent condition
also mahogany
last will and testament, and on Octo
rte-k 31 NORTH main ST
148*148
POSITION caring for Invalid or do
ber 9. 1896 and March 8 1897 she ex
MRS R K
TWO pair gl-ls' shoe «kates for asle:
ecuted codicil* thereto. Said Susan 8 1 ing housework wanted
Singhi died September 17. 1905, and WH ITE Owls Head___________ 146-148 white, size : black, size 5 Used very
little. 189 Broadway TEL 1179-R
said will and codicils thereto were [
POSITION as housekeeper in small
duly proved and allowed by the Judge |
146-148
of Probate In and for said county of family wanted by middle aged woman
Inquire at 15 MYRTLE ST
146*148 I PURE bred Guernsey cow and calf
Knox on October 17. 1905
for sale
W L MERRIAM Union.
On June 4. 1924. Homer E Robinson
FOUR wood-choppers wanted at Tel
a 5_______________________ 146-148
was appointed and qualified as sue- I oace
Camp on lot
Apply RALPH
cessor Trustee under the will of said HANNON North Union________ 140*148
34-FT boat for sale, the "Prises '.
Susan 8 Slnghl and filed the neces
FURNITURE wanted to upholster, wn MKH IMIS Matimnis. Me 144*149
sary bond, which appointment Is now
cal'ed for and delivered T J FILM
in force
ONE modem white enamel gas store
Following the decision of Justice ING 19 Birch St . Tel 212-W 137*148-tf lor sale, good as nea also dinette set.
Wilson as reported In 119 Maine 287
Bargain f >r quick sale 18 Talbot Ave .
the Trustee was advised that the
TEL 781-3______________________ 143-tf
equitable fee In the trust created by
the will of said Susan S Slnghl was
Hard wood per loot, fitted. $150:
transferable, descendable and devis
Sswed 81 40; long. 81 30 M B A C O
able. and 1q accordance with said
PERRY
Tel 487_________________ 143-tf
UNFURNISHED apartment to let. 4
advice, distributed the net proceeds
| LEHIGH Valley stove and nut coal
from said trust to the owners of the room’, sun porch toilet and heater
Inquire 12 Knox St TEL 150-W
for sale. 814 50; Pocahontas lumpy
equitable fee.
Some of
the defendants now. _________________________________ 148-tf 1 soft 89 fl’ted dry hard wood. 81 50 ft.
through their attorneys have forbid
FURNISHED heated apartment to J. B PAUL6EN. Tel. Thomaston 82
den the Trustee from further dlstrlb let at 14 MASONIC ST ______ 148*150
uttng any of the funds derived from
D 8c H hard coal. egg. stobe. nut
FURNISHED apartment to let. 3
said trust, claiming that said trustee
814 50 per ton. del. Household soft coal
distributed the funds to the wrong rooms, bath. Call 29 Rockland St
88
per ton. del Nut size New River soft
TEL 607-R_____________________ 147-149
parties, and not according to law
•not srreaned 89 ton del; screened, 810
At the present ttme the plaintiff
LARGE heated room and bath to I ton del M B A C. O PERRY. 519
ls Informed and therefore believes that let, 84 week FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park Main St . Tri 487
145-tf
the following named persons are the St
146-tf
owners of the equitable fee under
LIOHT
housekeeping
rooms
steam
said trust.—
heated; also single room Rent reason
Edna C. Waterhouse
ab'.e
148 Main St
Thomaston TF1
Vlttrlce H. Thomas Estate
43______________________________ 146-148
Francis H Dean
Fred Dean
APARTMENT to let at 9 Limcrock
TYPING neatly and accurately done
Lizzie Allen Heirs
St Inquire at PEOPLE'S LAUNDRY
at re i- mab'.e prices on short notice
Marv E Haines
_________________________________ 144 tf MARGARET E NUTT. Tel 683-W
WHEREFORE, your petitioner prays:
ROOM to let at 15 Grove St. TEt | City____________________________ 147-149
First: That this Honorable Court
RRIDES and others, would appreconstrue and Interpret said will and 579-W MRS FLORA COLLINS 145-tf
1 elate a gift of the "Household Searchthe decision of Justice Wllaon as re
light
' reedpe book, free with S-yeara
ported on Page 287 of Volume 119 of
-ubscrlptlon to Household Mazazlne
the Maine Report*, ascertain the true
82
Call
1168 and let me ahow you the
intent thereof, and Issue Its deter
Tlie WC T.U met Thursday at the book and a copy of the magazine R
mination and decree Instructing said
6
SHERMAN
76 Masonic St. Rock
trustee to whom he should distribute home of the President Nina Leach
land. pi rlodlcalx by subscription Send
the net proceeds derived under said
postcard
cr
phone
for catalogue of
trust
MLss Mabel Barter was the leader.
Second: That your petitioner may A buffet lunch and social period I leading magazines If there are chll
dren
from
infancy
to
college age. you
have such other and further relief aa
should have the Parents' Magazine. 3
the nature of the case may require. followed the meeting.
year
s.
S3
___________________
146-148
And may It please this Honorable
Mrs. P. James Taylor has re
Court to Issue It* order of notice to
MEN. Women! Want Vim? Stimu
the parties Interested hereto, com turned from New York city .
lants. tonics In Ostrex tablets pep up
manding them to appear before this
bodies lacking vitamin B-l. Iron. Cal
Court and answer to this bill and Eastern Star Guest Night
cium. Phi sphorus. Oet 35c size Ostrex
abide the orders and decrees of court
today First package satisfies or mak
I Guest Officers' Night was ob er
thereon.
refunds low price
Call, write C.
HOMER E ROBINSON
served Friday by Naomi Chapter II MOOR Ac CO , and all other good
Trustee as aforesaid
drugstores _
145*153
O.ES Ten chapters were repre
EDWARD C. PAYSON.
MALE lifijnirtlnn—If you like to
Solicitor for Plaintiff.
sented.
draw sketch or paint, write for talent
STATE OF MAINE
These guests filled the chairs . test (tl' feel Give age and occupaKnox. sa.
'lon. BOX F. 6 I.' care CourierRockland, November 29. 1940. during the exemplification of tlie Gazette.
148*150
Then personally appeared Homer E work;
uaa.... -....
-.J
Robinson Trustee as aforesaid, and
made oath that he has read the above
Harriet Decker, Damariscotta,
bill and knows the contents thereof, Worthy matron; Leman Oxton,
that the same I* true of hts own
knowledge except the matters to be Rockport, worthy patron; Margue
stated on Information and belief, and rite Payson. Washington, associate
I'sed Chevroleta. Fords and
that as to those matters he believes
them to be true
matron; I. Lawton Bray, Rockland,
International Trucks
EDWARD C. PAYSON,
$50.00 Up
Justice of the Peace. associate patron; Nellie Staples
The foregoing abstract of the orig Rockport, secretary.
H ill Finance To Suit
inal Bill on file Is hereby approved
Leona WhitehiU, Rockland, con
Dated at Rockland. Maine. Novem
ber 29, 1940
ductress; Blanche Bishop. Camden
HARRY E WILBUR
116 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
Judge of Probate associate conductress; Lura Libby,
TEL. 1178
On the foregoing Bill In Equity. OR Thomaston, Adah; Beatrice Rich
DERED, that the complainant give
148-150
notice of the pendency of this Bill In ards, Rockport, Ruth Helen Stet
Equity to FAD Slnghl. F W Slnghl son, Thomaston, Esther;
Lotta
and Lizzie Allen, who are not resi Crowley, South Thomaston, Mar
dents ot the State of Maine but whose
residences are unknown, commanding tha;
Bessie Church, Rockland,
them to appear before the Judge of
the Probate Court at Rockland within Electa; Alice True, Camden, chap
and for the county of Knox and lain; Leola Oxton. Rcckport. mar
state of Maine, at a regular term of shal; Pay Stetson. Thomaston, or
said Court to be held at said Rock
land on January 21. 1941, by publish ganist Maude Felton. Camden as
ing In The Courier-Gazette, a news warder; Ralph Clark. Rockland,
paper published in Rockland afore
If you suffer from rheumatic, ar
said. an abstract of this Bill thereof sentinel; Marion Grafton, Thomas thritis or neuritis pain, try this simple
approved by the Judge of said Court ton, soloist.
Inexpensive home recipe that thou
and this Order thereon, once a week
sands are using Oet a package of
for three succeaatve weeks, the last
Olive Strout and Alfred Strout Ru-Ex Compound a two week supply,
publication to be thirty days at least of Thomaston acted as candidates today Mix It with a quart of water,
prior to said January 21. 1941. that
add the Juice ot 4 lemons. It's easy.
said respondents may then and there Solos and duets were sung by Wil No trouble at all and pleasant You
answer and show cause. If any they liam Imiach and Gilbert Auld, ac need .only 2 tablespoonsful two times
may have, why the prayer of the
a dav. Often within 48 hours—some
complainant should not be granted. companied by Past Matron Ethel times over night—splendid results are
Dated at Rockland. Maine, Novem Auld at the piano
If the pains do not quickly
Refreshments obtained
ber 29. 1940
leave and If you do not feel better, re
HARRY E WILBUR.
were served.
turn the empty package and Ru-Ex
A true copy of abstract of Bill with
will cost you nothing to try aa It ls
Order thereon.
sold by your druggist under an abso
Attest:
More than one-half of the flow lute mwey hack guarantee
Ru-Ex
CHARLES L VEAZIE.
Compound
ls for sale and recommend
Register of Probate. ers in the world are some shade of ed hj. C H MOOR A COMPANY and
Uiub -klores evetywheie.
145-T-J51 ! red,

TO LET

MISCELLANEOUS

TENANT’S HARBOR

End Of Year Sale

Mack Motor Truck Co.

LEMON JUICE RECIPE
CHECKS RHEUMATIC
PAIN QUICKLY
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Vinalhaven Lions

VINALHAVEN

Debate Did Not Take
Place But Just See What
Lion Drew Did!

MBB OSCAR C TANS
Correspondent

KNOX COUNTY CHURCHES

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG. Worcester; WISH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

of the air. and such of their mod
ern improvements as the Sperry
gyro-horizon, and the gyro pilot.
Chemical marvels like Nylon and
Acele are described and analyzed,
and we also read about the Sterilamp and its death ray, how the
fluorescent lamp is made, the elec
tronic piano, and so on. A long list.
It ls a volume that will be welcomed
by the countless science fans
threughout tlie country whose
ranks are great as borne out by the
crowds that filled the New York
World's Fair science exhibits.
• • • •
Because of the recent bombing of
the library of the University of Lon
don, Anne Bosworth Greene, Ver
mont author, has diverted $1533
which was to have gone to the uni
versity as a poetry prize, to buy a
mobile canteen for English civl’ian
war victims. Mrs. Greene bad in
tended to establish a poetry prize
in memory of her daughter, a lonner student at the university, who
died in 1927.

Our
Book
Corner

Malcolm Whitington, returned
Squaring the Circle supper at
Wednesday from Bangor where the Union Church vestry last
While it certainly is a sin to about 45 minutes. When mixture I
he attended State Orange as dele Thursday evening the Vinalhaven
make food look better than it tastes J sheets from edge of spoon remove I
gate. from Pleasant River Orange.
we re all for adorning the good! from fire and pour at once into |
Fritz Skoog. has employment In Lions Club observed it bi-monthly
! things you serve, especially in De- | clean, hot jars. Cover with paraffin J
meeting with a good attendance.
Whitinsville. Mass.
cember when skies are gray and when cold.
Bain Young Is passing the Win Lacking a speaker or any program
the landscape outside your dining b,,,. Ra4bu Motoases Popcorn Balls
The University of Npw Hampshire
ter with his son Richard Young the evening was spent in discus
room window is rather cold and
Three quarts popcorn, 1 cup Brer at Durham has been running an
at Oranlte Island.
drab.
So
we
’
re
jolting
down
a
few
sion of Club bus ness and policies.
Molasses,
cup granulated exhibit of rare books arranged in
Pleasant River Orange will fea
i “gildings'* for the soup, the Rabbit
Lions Oeorge Bragdon and Am
sugar. 2 tablespoons butter, 2 tea celebration of the 500th anniversary
ture a Christmas tree for enter
scrambled eggs, the cakes and pies
spoons vinegar, 1 pinch Sterling of printing. Exhibit features in
tainment after the meeting of Dec. brose Peterson had been assigned
you'll be regaling your families with
clude books dating as far back as
Salt.
to arrange for a club debate on
18.
this month.
1460
up through Benjamin Frank
Pop
sufficient
corn
to
make
three
one
of
the
club
activities,
but
Lion
j
Katherine Messinger of Malden.
Have you served rosy red tomato
quarts popcorn, free from unopened lin’s ‘Poor Richard's Almanac" of
Mass., is at the home of Charles Oeorge pleaded that he had been
soup with a sprinkling of popcorn
The books are valued at
kernels. Place molasses, sugar and 1764
sheparding the schoolmarms of his
E. Smith.
snowflakes instead of croutons?
$44,000. One of the ancient books
salt
and
butter
in
kettle
and
ccok
School
District
so
assiduously
that
Supt. Oeorge Bragdon returned
Pale cream soups with a big shake
to 230 degrees F. Add vinegar and is from press of Johannes Guten
he was totally unprepared with
Thursday from Swan's Island.
of paprika in the center of the bowl
cook to 238 degrees F. Remove berg cf Mainz, inventor of modern
and a wisp of parsley to make a
Mrs. James Gregory ls improv the assignment, but promised that
from fire and pour mixture over printing. The earliest piece shewn
Congregational
Church
In
Union,
pastorless
at
present.
it
would
appear
as
a
program
at
gay “nosegay" decoration?
ing from recent illness, Mr. and
popcorn
and mix well with spoon is a 1460 edition of De Cracovia
• ♦ • •
—Photo by Dow.
Do you dress up the breakfast
Mrs. William Oregory of Ncrth a later date. Reports from the
When cool enough to handle, grease nlnted by Gutenberg, a very rare
committee in charge of the
scrambled eggs with a. halo of crisp
Haven are with her.
Llewellyn,
author
of "How Oreen
hands with butter and mold int type of "Catholicon," the work one
suit of the war. It brought no brown bacon curls interspersed balls. Let stand until cold.
Katherine Oay has returned Thanksgiving ball showed a larger
Was
My
Valley,"
is
serving
with the
f two copies m America. There
from Damariscotta where she net than had been forecast and
are Oerman script notes in red ink Welsh Guard The first house in
benefit to the world, either indus with rounds of broiled, unpeeled
MENU
apple for extra garnish? Good
this will be further the clubs’
spent the weekend.
along the margins plus a number of Walcs bombed b>' the, Germans
trial. political or social. In fact,
good flavor and good
Breakfast
The installation of the officers of Children's 'Party in the near fu
free hand drawings. Turning to bcused the manuscript of his book.
What
the World War Cost the war, not only in its immediate decoration,
dietetics.
Grapefruit and Pineapple Juice
Moses Webster Lodge. F A M. will ture. A committee of five was ap
America, the exhibit includes works wl,en Mr- Llewellyn later carried
and
Its
Comparison
With
results but in its after developWhen you adorn your dark fruit
Cooked Cereal
take place tonight with Past pointed to arrange all the details
by some of the earliest printers of the manuscript up to London for
Struggle Now in Progress ments settled no problems but only cakes do you put the white icing
Toasted Rolls
Master Edgar H. Bradstreet as in of this annual affair. Plans were
the colonies. A product of the first safe keeping, it was grey with plas------I
laid
the
foundations
that
have
led
on in “icicles" with a pastry tube
Broiled Bacon
stalling officer assisted by Past also made for the committee on
press in New England owned by ter and splinters.
(By Albert E. Averill)
to the present war which threatens for a Christmas-y touch, and have
"Amber Marmalade
Master. Oscar C. Lane as marshal. “Conservation of Sight" to assist
Green of Boston is the "Laws and
History ls repeating itself. The 10 exceed the other in its devasta- you tried crushed red and white
Coffee
Liberties of the Massachusetts! Read The Courier-Oazette
There will also be work on can the work being done by the local
striped mints scattered over an iced
Lunch
didates. and refreshments will be chapter of the Red Cross in sur present World War is an exact re- tion.
Colony" of 1672. There is a copy
The World War of 1914 besides chocolate cake or the whipped
veying the condition of school production and In inevitable con- being
Baked
Potato
Scup
served.
of
John Eliot s famous Indian
the greatest tragedy in world cream topping on a luscious choco
Crackers
Mrs. Lillian Libby went Monday childrens eyesight and procuring
Bible, published in 1685 in the Na- :
tinuation and conclusion of the history was also the greatest fiasco late chiffon pie? Clusters of red
Sliced Bananas and Pineapple
to Boston to pass the Winter with glasses for those with defective
tick dialect, after eight years spent
Brer Rabbit Molasses Cookies
vision. A director's meeting was World War of 1914 A check-up on in history. When the Allied Powers and white striped mints with snips
in translation.
The exhibit is
her son Herbert Libby.
Tetley Tea
owned by Rosenbach of New York.
The Winners 4-H Club met Mon presided over by King Lion E. L. the World War of 1914 records the had comPletPd the destruction of of green gumdrops for leaves can
make a rosebud wreath round the
following
facts
I
the
German
military
power
they
• • • •
Olidden. at which the necessary
Dinner
day night with Ruth Arey.
First, destruction of human life. had also brought Germany to com- edge of a chocolate layer cake.
Due to Chest Colds
De Valois Commandery. K. T. funds were voted to carry on these
G. Washington Ace Beef Broth
The
first
and
most complete col
When it's time to make popcorn
Russia mobilized 12,000,000 soldiers plete bankruptcy, me World War
Rub chest and throat with Mild Mus
•Swedish Meat Balls
held its annual meeting Fiiday activities.
lection of anniversary and special
terole (made especially for children)
balls for gifts or for the tree, try
with
9,000,000
killed
or
wounded;
was
a
stru
««
:e
between
rival
groups
Mueller’s Buttered Noodles
editions of the Nation’s newspapers
night and these officers were elec
After that some of the more
to ouickly relieve distress of bron
frisk)" Lioiis repaired to The Casl '
mobilized 8.5C3.000 soldiers I
financial powers for a redivislon wrapping them in red or gold Cel
chial and spasmodic croupy coughs.
Spinach
and
Hard-Cooked
Egg
ever assembled will be housed In
ted: Commander, O. V. Drew;
of tho world for the control of lophane with a brown stem and a
__
CHILDREN'S
_
general. Oeorge Strachan; captain cade Bowling Alleys where they wlth °ver 6000 000 casualties; Oreat markets to exchange goods, capital green leaf attached so they look Hearts of Lettuce Russian Dressing the Public Library at Chattanooga,
Cake
Tenn., according to a statement
general. Leroy Ames; senior war showed oil their respective skills Britain mobilized 8.900,000 with investment and
HIM
to
command
like
apples
or
pears.
We
’
re
all
for
“Good Luck Butterscotch
made by Walter C. Johnson, man
den, F. F. Ames; Junior warden. at the old time game, in varying 3,000.000 casualties; The United t sources of raw materials.
gilding the lily, the soup or the
Pudding Sauce
ager of the Southern Newspaper
P. A. White; prelate. O. C. Lane; degrees. These degrees if com- j States mobilized 4,355,030 with
Great
Britain
was
an
established
popcorn
ball
and
you'll
have
fun
casualty list of about
I
Coffee
Publisher's Association.
treasurer. Albert E. Carver; re puted on a thermometer would j Among the Central Powers 350,030;
90 per- world P°wer wlth 8 vast area of doing just that.
• • • •
•Recipes given.
corder ,C. L. Boman; standard range from zero to 212 F. On the cent of the 7.803DC0 mobilized by colonies under her control while
“Science on Parade" by A. Fred
bearer. George A. Lawry; sword low end might be placed Lion F. | Austria-Hungary were killed or Germany was a most advanced and Gccd Luck Butterscotch Pudding
IS WIDELY READ
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette erick Collins is a crcss-section of
bearer, J. E Snow; warder. A. A. F Ames who somehow can’t seem I wounded; Oermany mobilized 11.- hi*hly organized industrial power Sauce
what
science
has
been
doing
in
the
Put contents of a package of
•Peterson; finance officers O. V. to get ’em down the alley and out 000.000 men wtth total casualties Germany’s expanding industrial
Every issue of The Courierlast few years during which we have
Drew. Oeorge Strachan. L. E of the gutter, while at the hot amounting to over 7.000.000 This P°wer came in collision with Oreat Oood Luck Butterscotch dessert in
witnessed
such
important
progress
Oazette
finds its way into more
ocoking
vessel,
add
cups
water
Ames. A private installation will end was Lion O. V. Drew, who was a total mobilization of 52.555.000 Britain for market expansion. But
in astronomy, aviation, chemistry, than 5000 homes, and is estimat
be held Jan. 3.
surprised all observers and most soldiers with a total casualty list the results of the war showed that and cook until thick, stirring con
electricity, health, light, photogra ed to have more than 20.000
EVENINGS
The annual meeting of the Ladies of all himself by rolling (for him) of 32 550 000 men
national industrial groups are not stantly. Then cook one cup light
phy. radio, etc. For the lay reader, readers. The results speak for
brown
sugar
with
'«
cup
light
cream
of the OAR. was held Dec. 6. the astonishing total of 323 and ; The above casualty list tells only only mutually antagonistic for the
DOMENIC CUCCINELLO, JR.
Mr. Collins writes informatively
These officers were elected: Presi neatly polishing of Lion Don (Poole part of the story. For four vears control of the world market; they about five minutes and combine
and entertainingly of the giant themselves.
TEL.
ROCKLAND,
796-W
mixtures.
Cook
one
minute
and
dent. Villa Calderwood; senior vice who was his opponent.
the Allied and Oerman armies are aUo mutuall>’ dependent for
200-inch telescope, the clipper ships
president. Eleanor Conway; junior
Lion Drew claims that the main fought on over a 1000-mile or near- each other s markets. So when the serve hot over cake or pudding.
vice president. Lodle Hassen; sec reason for the big score was that ly a 2000-mile front All along this Allied p~wers found tha‘' the>' had Swedish Meat Balls
retary, Bessie Polk; treasurer. he was bowling under Cap’n front, cities and towns were des- brought Oermany to bankruptcy
Use half top of the round and
Josephine MacDonald; conductress. Grimes Oander bowling hat, and troyed with not only the direct lheV had °bly ruined a powerful half pork for the meat balls and
Leola Smith; chaplain. Clyde Mac from the looks of things it seems destruction of civilian life but alsoI national market that would bring put through fine knife of meat
if this hat is going to be a of life from exposure and starva- | bankruptcy to them.
They had chopper. Add a beaten egg. a fine
intosh; patriotic instructor. Oeronly jumped from the frying pan ly chopped onion and a tablespoon
trude Hall;
registrar, Frances valuable piece of property. Wear tion.
Oakes; guard. Mabel Oakes. Other ing this hat Captain Grimes has
of chopped parsley to the meat
Now we come to the war cost in into the fire.
, , So from
, that time
„
officers are to be appointed. In not had to pay a cent for his bowl expenditure. The Bankers Trust!the financial powers of the United which has been seasoned with salt
stallation will be held Jan 3. After ing all season and if its magic Companv of New York gives the Stat*s- France and Oreat Brllain and pepper. Mold the mixture into
the ceremonies a Christmas pro charm will extend to others as it grand total cf the World War cost have madp concession after cen small balls and cook in a deep iron
gram
was
presented.
"Silent worked with Lion Drew it is like to be 55,486.000.000 in British pound cession to restore the economic skillet in butter until the balls are
Night," by the members; piano ly that the Captain will Introduce sterling As the pound sterling was i a«d military cower of Germany browned. Water is then added, the
It was the appeasement policy of skillet covered and the meat al
solo. Josephine MacDonald; vocal a bowling hat renting service that about $486 this would make the
the Chamberlain government in lowed to s:mmer for an hour.
solo, with original words. Margaret will turn him a neat penny. As direct cost of the war to be about
prepared the
Coombs; piano solo. Leola Smith; the doughty Captain was there $256,332,800,000. This direct cost cf England that has
the
war
represented
wealth
that
militar
>'
power
of Oermany. Baked Potato Soup
vocal trio. Bessie Polk. Josephine keeping score and a watchful eye
Bake the potatoes until the skins
was
destroyed
in
war.
If
the
war
Chamberlain
conceded
to the occuMacDonald. Mabel Oakes; com on tha whole proceedings, prob
are crisp and the insides mealy;
mittee on entertainment. Bessie ably the scheme is well under way had not taken place, this same ! Pation of Austria to Hitler. In the do not use cold baked potatoes.
amount of war Investment could Munich "pact" he conceded CrechoPolk. Blanch Davidson. Mabel by now. and the magic hat is safe
have been invested in normal in- “tovakia to Hitler with the Skoda Prepare a quart of weil seasoned G
Oakes The program was followed under lock and key. It would be
dustry for use beneficial to human- Munition Works one of the most Washington chicken-flavored Ace
by the entrance of Mrs. Santa Just too bad for the Captain if a
ity This loss of normal industry 1 powerful munition plants In Europe, broth. Put the freshly baked poClaus fEva Smith) with a large villainous Skipper got hold of that caused by the war was a war loss I So Western Europe has revolved In tatoes through a sieve into the
Christmas pie containing gifts for hat and turned it wrong side cut to be included in the cost of the another vicious circle of diplomatic chicken
soup. Thicken with the
all. A supper was served by Villa and put the magic into reverse.
war This would double the
war and mUitary intrigue that has yolk of an egg. If you have a soup
Calderwood. Leola Smith. Kitty
Guests at the Lions meeting cost and bring it to the vast brought her back to another 1914 tureen, put a half-cup cream and
Webster
were Eugene S. Sprague and Ouy amount of $512,665,600,000
I As in 1914. German and British |a tablespoon minced parsley in the
L. Snowman.
Of course there would be some financial antagonism has plunge bottom of a warmed soup tureen
The next meeting will be the an deductions from that amount such I the world into another orgy of hu" and pour the potato-chicken mix
CRIEHAVEN
nual Christmas party for children, as the value of the food and cloth- man bloodshed and wealth destruc- ture over it. A sprinkle of paprika
Norman Wilson and Kenneth
details of which will be announced ing consumed by the over 52 mil- t‘°n. Also. Just as In 1914. Western on top.
Wilson recently visited their par
by the committee in charge.
lion soldiers engaged In the war. Europe wil! sink into the bottom- Amber Marmalade
ents at Hillside Farm. Norman
However, as the Encyclopaedia ] less P't °f bankruptcy. Nc'dlpr
coming from Tilton. N. H„ and
One orange. 1 lemon, 1 grape
Britannica states “it may fairly be 1 slde w111 be victorious; all will be
NORTH HAVEN
Kenneth from Rockport.
fruit.
bahkrupt.
Already
Western
Europe
Mr and Mrs. Harold Thayer and i said that the figures already given
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Tupper are
Scrub the fruit and slice very
is on starvation rations. Oermany
family have moved to the house re do not begin to express the real has gutted Holland and Denmark ^in, removing me seeds. To one
In Vinalhaven for the Winter.
cost of the war.” No statistics are
Mr and Mrs. Roy Simpson were cently vacated by Mary Brown
of food supplies including one item cup of fruit add three cups cold
Several boats from here continue given to list the colossal indirect
recent guests of Mrs Clark in
of
16.000.000 chickens and fowl. The water. Allow to stand overnight.
dragging operations for the body of cost of the war. Some items will
Union.
A 2-STAR SPECIAL
unemployed
in Paris are reported to Next day boll until tender, about
30 minutes. Add one cup sugar to
Norma Blom. Barbara Blom and Roy Manchester. No trace of the provide an idea of this stupendous
8
be
800.000.
destruction.
Hundreds of cities
Bert McClure were home on a re remains have yet been found.
FOR CHRISTMAS!
For years now. normal industry each cup of fruit, boil rapidly for
Mr. and Mrs, Arthur Emerson were destroyed on the battle fronts
cent visit.
Mrs. McClure who
in Europe has declined, while capi
and
invaded
areas.
Over
6690
ships
spent Saturday in Portland and returned Saturday after spending
tal investment in war production collapse to all. That was the ex
Sunday In Augusta with her an extended vacation on the main of 15.000.000 tonnage were destroyed has become the major form of in perience of the war of 1914. The
G-E TWO-SLICE
or
one-third
of
the
world
tonage.
land.
They
are
occupying
the
C.
S.
daughter, Mrs Charles Hall, has
end of this war will be more intense
Thousands of railway bridges were dustry. All this has been an ex
Staples house for the Winter.
returned home.
in
its
economic
debacle.
Should
the
AUTOMATIC TOASTER
factories demolished, hausting drain of taxation that has
Mr, and Mrs. Augustus Whit destroyed.
Schools close Friday for three
brought the people of Western United States enter the war, the
mines
flooded,
etc.
Russia,
Poland
more
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Garnet
weeks’ vacation.
ultimate result will be the same.
SERVICE
$19.95
8
and Germany ended fn complete Europe to the lowest depths of des
Our entry into the war would only
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Anderson and Thcrnton left yesterday for Sara
titution.
When
the
war
has
ex3
bankruptcy. Russian economy was
daughters Diana and Salley re sota to spend the Winter.
reported to be reduced to 13 percent hausted the financial resources of, extend and intensify the ultimate
‘3
Rcnald
Oillis
has
been
appointed
turned last Tuesday from Loud
+ G-E SEMI-AUTOMATIC
of pre-war economy. To assume either side in the struggle, the! catastrophe. The more billions of
ville where they visited relatives. freight agent for the Rockland- the direct and indirect cost of the capital values of the inflats'l war \ wealth and millions of lives we
Vinaihaven Steamboat Co. Austin
industry will crash to complete throw into the struggle just that
Miss Shirley Teel is guest of
COFFEE MAKER
$7.95
j Jcy who filled this position the past war to be $1,000,003,000,000 would
much more bloodshed and destruc
Mrs. Ouy Simpson.
few jears. will move soon to Boston. probably be a conservative estimate bankruptcy. The workers in the tion of wealth will be added to the
Samuel White was a business
Pythian Sisters will hold a public of its total cost For the four years war industries will be thrown on debacle. The only policy of the
I
caller in Rockland recently.
card nartv Wednesday night at K. of the war this amount would con the streets without wages; and mil present governments of Western
Only 11 houses here are now oc P. hall. Bridge. •’83." "63," Chinese stitute a daily cost of over $600.- lions of idle soldiers will be a use
cupied.
less meb on the broken back of the Europe is destruction and more de
Checkers, and other games will be 000.000
A Regular $27.90 Value—Both For
struction, Just that and nothing else
nation.
This
colossal
destruction
of
human
played, a prize at every table. Re
either now or in the future.
When
this
happens
to
one
side
in
life and wealth was the cnly re
freshments will be on sale.
Actually you get this newest ot
(To be continued)
ONLY
ONLV
the struggle, it will bring the same |

Economics Of War

SSCHILDREIfS
CROUPY COUGHS

Public Stenographer

★

I

Type w filers

$2.45

Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thursday
All Makes—New and Used
New Portables,
$29.50, $34.50, $3950, $54.50
ROCKLAND TYPEWRITER CO.
71 Park St. Rockland Tel. 297-W

DOWN

“SOUTH OF SUEZ"

1.95

19

$2.50

MONTHLY

CHRISTMAS
SNACK OFFER!
In any kind of weather you get exactly

the amount of heat you want—even

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

General Coffee Makers FREE! It
sells for $7.95 regularly but is in
cluded in this Christmas Gift of
fer when
you
purchase the
Toaster Service.
BRINGING

EXTRA VALUE — EXTRA SERVICE
— EXTRA

Sunday night suppers—tasty lunches—snacks when guests arrive-

HAPPINESS!

can't you just picture

The TOASTER is of handsome design, in chromium plate and fully automatic
(with pop-up feature). The BUFFET SERVICE consists of large serving tray, four

THRACITE.

Service to;
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haut, Swan's
Island and Frenchboro

CALL 487

119-tf

The COFFEE

MAKER is semi-automatic, brews 2 cups as well as 8, keeps hot indefinitely.
Turns on at a flip of the switch.

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

CLNTRALOAAI N E
George Tobias as a ruthless diamond mine owner takes objection to
George Brent’s interest in Lee Patrick, who plays his wife. Scene above is
from the new Warner Bros.’ picture “South ot Sue*"

POWEI^tOMPAMY

ANT

CITE

3

3
a
3
3

GET BOTH ITEMS AT ONE PRICE—IT PROVIDES ONE GIFT, OR TWO!

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M.
P. M,
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island,
Ar. 6.00
6.30 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30

vari-colored pottery relish dishes, two chrome plated bread racks.

3

3
?

all the uses this complete set will have?

burning, easily-regulated D. & H. AN

ROCKLAND, ME.

I

3

Every-Other-Uay
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Chauncey M Keene.
Elmer Montgomery.
Hiram H. Crie.
Herman Hart.
A zx zx zx
Would Rid G. 0. P. Of Its
a a a a
Partial List of Those
Burton E. Flanders
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Old
Symbols—Doesn’t
Who Have Already
Bertram Gordon.
Correspondent
Favor
Third Party
Edward
Gonia
Joined the Red Cross
A A A A
ZX A A A
The Courier-Oazette.
Wendell L. Willkie favors a
For the convenience of those who’ George B Wood.
Tel. 190
three-point program for the Re
J. F. Burgess.
care to join the American Red
Among those from Harbor Light publican party as part of its Im
Russell Young came home from Cross, places have been provided to. j Mrs J. F Burgess.
Winfield Robbins of the Maine
Edward C. Payson.
Portsmouth for the weekend.
Development Commission. Augusta, Chapter OES who attended Guest mediate objectives, lt was learned
day in the following business houses: i
Mrs. Edward C. Payson.
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Officers' Night at Naomi Chapter. from a friend who has talked with
Mr. and Mrs. John Whitcomb Thorndike Hotel. Senter Crane
Bradford Burgess.
Alton P. Crone, ln the interest of Tenant's Harbor Friday, were Mrs the defeated Republican candidate
and son. John Paul of Portland, Knox County Trust Company,
S E Norwood
Amy Miller, Mrs Ruth Graffam, for President. Mr. Willkie's threethe Snow Bowl.
called Saturday on Mrs. Barbara
Charles T. Smalley.
Mrs. Doris Graffam. Mrs. Beatrice
Gregory's, Perry's Main Street
Ludwig and Miss Martha Stone.
The Western Union has donated Richards. Mrs. Dora Upham. Misses | point program, as outlined by his
Ensign Otis.
Market,
Post
Offlce,
Loan
&
Build

friend, follows:
its cfflce on Main street to the
Fred Swift is ill at his East War
Etta S. Stoddard.
Marion and Helena Upham. Mrs. [ 1. A realistic attitude toward
ing Association. Snow Shipyards.
Outing Club for Winter use and
ren home.
Eugene E. Stoddard.
Edith Overlock. Mr. and Mrs. Rus international affairs.
Basil Goodwin in the Sandwich
A. B Allen.
Mrs. Gleason Cogan is spending Graves' store at Maverick Square
sell Staples. Mr. and Mrs. Leman
2. A liberalized view toward
Shop
next
door
is
furnishing
the
Follows a partial list of those who
Abbie C Allen.
Oxton, Mrs. Elsie Hawkins, Mrs. economic and social problems.
several days with her mother. Mrs.
heat. Girls working on Member
have
joined
the
Rockland
branch
K C. Rankin
Louise Holbrook Mr. Oxton served
Leah Martin in (Auburn.
3. Ridding the party of its old
ship Cards tills weekend in tlie
( of the Knox County Chapter:
E. Knowlton.
as guest worthy patron, Mrs. Oxton j symbols.
The annual election of officers
office
of
Alton
Crcne,
were:
Win

Mrs. Anna Bickford.
Louis
W.
Fickett.
as
guest
marshal.
Mrs.
Staples
as
of Mayflower Temple. Pythian
nie Burkett, Eleanor Hanson
Respecting the flrst point ln
Mrs. John I. Snow.
L. M. Derry
guest secretary and Mis. Richards
Sisters, was held Friday following
the Willkie program, his friend
Thelma Cooper. Evelyn Mayhew
Martha C. Wood.
Mrs. Frank Harding.
as guest Ruth
a supper. The new officers are:
said that Mr. Willkie does not
and Naoina Mayhew
Hattie A Keating.
H R Winchenbaugh.
Mr. and Mrs. James Miller en share the view of some party
Most excellent chief, Mrs. Kath
The
MethodLst
Ladles
Aid
Society
Katherine L Keating.
Mrs. Dora F Bird.
erine Crawford; past chief. Mrs.
will meet at the heme cf Mrs. Wes tertained Thursday night at a fam
Marguerite Oould.
Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost.
Dorothy Horsley; excellent senior.
ton P Holman. 56 Mountain street. ily dinner party at their home. and Mrs. Fannie Thompson gave
Oscar Duncan
Mrs. Katherine C. Derry.
These present were Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Dora Maxey; excellent Junior.
Wednesday at 2 o'clock
many personal instances of how
Agnes Duncan.
J. C. Burrows.
A Joke Christmas Tree will be Carroll Merrill and son Carroll of some of our Presidents spent their
Mrs. Elizabeth Orafton; manager.
John W. Trott.
Mrs. J. C. Burrows.
Rcckland.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
|
enjoyed Wednesday at the meeting
Mrs. Anne Grafton; Mistress of fi •Shirley Rollins.
Christmas.
Miss Belle Spring.
of Maiden Clifr Rebekah Lodge. Oraffam. Maurice Miller. E S Mer
nance. Mrs. Cora Knights; mis
F. A Winslow, associate editor of
Mrs. Helen Mazzeo
Miss Alice Erskine.
Refreshments will be served. The rill and Mr. and Mrs. Miller.
tress of records and correspon
The Courier-Oazette. will be the
Norma Philbrick
Mrs Carl Moran.
Miss Alice Miller entertained a guest speaker at the meeting of the
Rebekah Sewing Circle will hold
dence. Mrs. Orace Andrews; pro
Harrison Dow.
Miss Helen York.
a food and utility sale Dec 18. at group of friends Friday night at Oarden Club tonight at the home
tector. Mrs. Mertie Grover; degree
Rhama Philbrick.
Mrs. Oertrude Wooster.
10 o'clock at Poland's Restaurant. her home Oames were played and of Mrs. Viola Spear, giving one of
mistress. Mrs. Banchc Everett; pi
Mr. Orant.
Mrs. Edith Bird.
Elm street. Mrs. Nema Smith will refreshments were served. Those hts well known lectures. This will
anist. Mrs. Blanche Wilson; trus
Mrs. Rhama Philbrick.
Mrs. Helen Orne
bidden were Arlene Spear, Muriel be Mr Winslows third appearance
be ln charge of the sale.
tee, Mrs. Ora Woodcock; auditors.
Madeline Philbrick.
Mrs. Emily Stevens
Mrs Velie Simmons of Rockport Young, Myrtle Andrews, Dot Went before this organization, and those
Mrs. Mary Henry, Mrs. Olive Braz
Thorndike Hotel.
Mrs. Ruth Albee.
ls a medical patient at Community worth. Joanne Carver, Joanne Bart who have heard him on previous
ier and Mrs Ada Chadwick; press
Rockland & Rockport Lime Co.
Miss Annie Frost.
lett. Norma Bartlett, Doris Spear, c evasions are looking forward to
Hospital.
correspondent.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Frank F Harding.
Mrs. Alice Jameson.
Miss Lena Ames has returned Vivian Miller, Evangeline Noyes, another profitable and enjoyable
Orafton The next meeting will
Luigi Venerio.
Miss Lucy Rhodes
from spending a few days in Boston Oladys Blackington, Betty Well evening. The meeting will begin at
A J. Spaulding,
be held Dec. 20. at which time
H. C. Cowan.
The Congregational Ladles Circle man and Constance Miller. Mrs. £ o'clock.
there will be a supper, program f Clara T. Curtis.
Mrs. H. C. Cowan.
will
meet at the parish house Ida Watts, grandmother of tlie hos
and Christmas tree. Mrs. Blanche
Mrs. Irene Walker
Wednesday and the time will be tess, was also present Alice re- j
Wilson. Mtss Cora Robinson and : of thc district have been invited to
Mrs. Rosa Littlefield
ceived many gifts.
devoted to Red Cross work.
Mrs Madeline Edmands are on the attend and each chapter is also
Mrs. Ethel Lovejoy.
Tlie Baptist Calendar Club wlll
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sims and
supper committee. Each member 1 invited to contr.bute one number
Mrs. Alden Ulmer Sr.
meet tn the vestry Tuesday night. Miss Mildred Oraffam were recent
ls requested to take a ten-cent j on the program.
Mrs Rcse Davis.
A program has been arranged and dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Har
gift for tlie tree and a practical gift
Harry Flint.
Miss Barbara Batchelder enterrefreshments will be served.
old Oraffam.
for the Christmas basket.
Mrs. E K. Leighton
. tained at a buffet supper Friday
Mrs. Myrtle Sherman has as re
Mr and Mrs. Enos E Ingraham
Mr and Mrs. Ray Bell. Charles I complimenting her sister. Miss
Mrs Fred Lineken.
cent guests, her son-in-law and quietly observed their 55th wedding
Bell and Charles Orover were re Eleanor Batchelder of Portland,
Juliet Lundin
daughter. Lieut, and Mrs, Philip anniversary Sunday at their home
ceived into membership at Oood ! who has been her guest. Red and
Mrs. Harold Jackson.
Newbert of Portland.
on lower Pleasant street. Members
Will Orange Thursday night.
Mrs.
Harriet
Richardson.
white carnations between lighted
The Ladies' Bowling Club will of thelr family and friends dropped
Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell
Mrs. Arthur Elliot and Miss Liz red tapers formed the centerpiece
hold Its monthly meeting Tuesday in to extend congratulations and
Mrs Ed Newhall
zie Levansaler were highest scor ' for the table. Other guests were
at the “Y", at which time a cov they were the recipients of many
Mrs. W Sharbles.
ers at the two tables at the Con Mr. end Mrs. J Russell Davis, of
ered diah supper will be served.
gifts and cards.
Mrs. Annabel
Mrs. Ruth G Bird
tract Club meeting Friday at Mrs . this town OjCar Whitman of Owl s
Three basketball games are sched- j Cates of East Vassalboro, a daugh
Mrs. Pearl Levinthal.
Maynard Spear's home Miss Lev- Head, and Robert McCarty of
uled at the "Y" Tuesday at 630: ter, and Herbert Ingraham of Skow
Mrs. W A Olover.
ansaler will be hostess next Fri : Rockland.
Camden girls and boys vs. Rock hegan and Orono, a son. unable
Mrs.
J
O.
Thompson.
day.
port girls and boys and the boys' to be present, sent messages of
Knox County Ministerial Asso
Mrs Edith Follansbee.
Parent-Teacher Association meets ciation met yesterday at the Fed
junta basketball game. Saturday. congratulations. It was a happy
Mrs. A. F. Russell.
at the High School Thursday night erated Church. The dinner at
Camden plays at Hallowell.
occasion and especially enjoyed by
Mrs.
Mabel
Thorndike.
at 7.30. An interesting program noon was served under the direcThe Ladies of the G. A R wil! the couple who have shared so
Mrs. Clifford Melvin
is promised.
hold a pre-Christmas sale Friday many years of wedded life.
1 tlon cf Mrs. Evilo Creamer and
Mrs. Edita Fisher.
Miss Elizabeth Mcfcoy arrived Mrs. Blanche Wilson. The meet
at the K. P. hall.
Mrs Augusta O Shibles Is cele
Mrs
George
Stewart
home from Chicago Sunday for a ing was well attended and was
Piano Recital
brating her 91 brithday anniversary
Leroy D Perry.
month's vacation with ner mothe. conducted by Rev Corwin H
Mrs F Bohn
The pupils of M
Ruth Colle today at her home on Camden
Mrs. Lura Libby as Adah. Miss Olds, president of Rcckland. A
H. W. Look .
mer will present th_ program al street, by keeping open house.
Helen Stetson as Esther. Mrs. paper was presented by Mrs. W F.
Oladys Blethen
a recital to be give i at the Bpis- 1 The Twentieth Century Club met
Marion Orafton as srlcist, Mrs. Brown on "Training for LeaderDcrothy
Da
vol.
copal
Parish House Thursday Friday afternoon at the heme of
F'.ye S’etson as organs', rnd Mr. ship in the Church' Rev. H. I.
Mrs. Deris Graffam, with 15 mem
Mrs. A. W. Brewster
night at 730:
and Wn Alfred stroi t i cardl- Holt gave a brief talk on a current
bers present. The program was of
A W. Brewster.
O Holy Night.
Adams
dates, participated in he obser- event ar.d Rev. H F Leach gave
Ruth Owen
a patriotic nature. Mrs. Edith
Thomas C. Stone.
Duet* Silent Night
Gruber
vanre o' Guest Officers’ Night Fri a book introduction.
Buzzell. assisted by Mrs. Viola
Jchn I. Snow.
Hark the Herald Angels Sing
day at Naomi Chap' r OCS..
Mendelssohn Spear .gave a paper on "Fag Eti
There was an excellent response
Mrs. C. F. Snow
Humpty
Dumptv
Rolfe
Tenants Harbor.
Otner Orace to the white gift Sunday service
quette.'' Mrs. Helen Overman read
K. A. Rice.
Douglas Oreen
Chapter members atte.n ng weie at the Federated Sunday School.
Christmas Lullaby.
Adair an educational account of tlie life
Mrs Kenyon
Jane Carter
Mr. and Mrs. Laurenre Perry of Many gifts were received which
Mrs. S E. Lamb.
The Night Before Christmas. Watson of William Howard Taft, and ex
Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Leroy will be given to the Friendly Club
Robert Witham
hibited five original commissions of
Mrs O B Hyland
Duet—Jingle Be.ls.
Seekins. Mrs. Madeline Spear. Mrs for Christmas baskets.
the United States Navy from Lieu
Mrs C. E. Merritt.
Robert and David Witham
Doris Simmons and Mrs. Dorothy
Soldiers March.
Hopkins tenant to Commodore cf Charles
Dec. 23 is the date set for the
C. E Merritt
David Witham
Libby.
Perkins, her uncle. Mr. Perkins
Federated Sunday School Christ
Mrs. Wm. Graves.
Shepherds Lullaby.
Armour
Neighborhood Night will be ob mas tree.
Constance Knight
was appointed lieutenant by Ulysses
H. A. Buffum.
Santa Claus.
Stairs
served Wednesday at the meeting
S Orant. lieutenant-commander by
Alan L. Bird.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Thorne and
Joy True
of Orace Chapter. All chapters : son Allen ar.d Mr. and Mrs. RavDuet—Christmas Polka.
Freeman Orover Cleveland. Commander by
Miss Ada B Young
Joy True and Mrs Collemer
j mor.d Theme of St. Albans. Vt..
Miss Alena Young
Christmas Nocturne
Hopkins William McKinley, and Commodore
Norene Tibbetts
by William H. Taft. Commodore
H O. Ourdy.
. were guests Sunday of Mr. and
Duet- Chop Sticks.
lulll
O. R. Lawry.
Noreue Tibbett* and Joan Greenlaw Perkins was in the Spanish-Ameri
j Mrs. Hollis Ycung and Mrs. Scott
Airplane Ride
Rchter can War. serving as captain under
' Young.
Henry V Lurvey.
Joan Greenlaw
Dewey at Manila Bay. Mrs. Rena
A W. Oregory.
On A Manger.
Strickland
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur S. Taylor
Ruth Owen and Prudence Weaver
Carrdll spoke on Calvin Coolidge
Wilbur Senter.
had as weekend guests Mr. and
The Wandering Minstrel.
Armour
TI ES., DEC. 10, OXLY
Howard P. Crockett.
Willard Wight
Mrs. Olen Butler of Auburn.
Due-—On Christmas Day.
Eng'.sh Young, 81 w'ho died Sunday at his
Cleveland Sleeper Jr.
Cash Night, «6(1
I The Third District Council.
Willard Wight and Mrs Coll-mer
Freeman
S
Young
Don
Juan
Minuet.
.! ■
home in Est Union.
American Legion Auxiliary will
Encyclopedia Night
Andante From Surprise Sym
C. A. Cross.
Mr. Young was bom in South
' meet Friday at 1 30 at Bath.
phony.
Hayden
John H. McLoon.
Barbara Burrage
Hope, son of Eunice Wentworth and
Mr and Mrs. J Warren Everett
"DULCY”
Duets—It Came Upon the Mid
Oerald O. Beverage.
j have returned to Tuckahoe. N J
night Clear.
Wtlll* Mark Young and had been a farmer
.
with
Frances E Collette.
Joy To The World.
Handel in East Union for 70 years. He was
I after a month s vacation spent
Ann Sothern, Ian Hunter
Barbara Burrageand Mrs. Collemer
Marit-me Oil Company.
here.
Sante Claw Tr>
Munn very active in the Arvent Church.
A. I Babbidge.
Muriel Handley
Besides his wife, he leaves a
Gilbert T. Horsley
Cabin Dance.
Baines daughter. Mrs Winnifred Pushaw
WED.-THl Its., DEC. 11-11
Perrys Laundry.
George Younv
W. T. Duncan.
Funeral services will be held
Christmas In the Old Cathedral.
of East Union, a son, Elmer Young
Romance. Adventure, Thrills
Hopkins el Camden, a sister, Mrs. Hattie
D L. McCarty.
Wednesday at 2 o’clock from thc
Prudence Weaver
| Cushing Funeral Homc. for Oil
Mrs. C. M. Blake.
Duet Christmas Pearls
Spaulding Crabtree of South
Hope, nine
“FOREIGN
Prudence Weaver and Mrs. Collemer
Orace Blake.
bert T Horsley, who died Sunday
Chr.stmas Is Here.
Hopkins grandchildren and seven great
CORRESPONDENT” i Rev. H F. Leach of the Federated Arthur Adolphson.
Dennis Ryder
grandchildren.
Duet- Christmas Prayer.
Streabogg
with
Ralph P Conant.
Interment will be in East Union.
Church will efficiate and Interment
Oeraldine Ryder an Dennis Rydtr
Jiel McCrea. Laraine Day
Raymond Chisholm.
Duet—Christmas Prayer.
Streabogg
! will be m the Thomaston cemetery.
Geraldine Ryder and Dennis Ryder
Arnold Nelson.
Mr. Horsley was born March 7.
Christmas Fantasle,
Krug
C. W. Sheldon.
Geraldine Ryder
Coming SUN.-MON., DEC. 15-16 I 1C63 at Cushing son of Thomas and
O Thank Me Not.
Franz
Alfred O. Crawford.
I Eliza Townsend Horsley. He had
Today and Wednesday
The Lotus Flower,
Schumann
D L. Barron.
Neapolitan Night*.
Zamecnlk
“WYOMING”
[resided many years in this town.
Ruth
Owen
DOUBLE FEATURE
Ed .Turnbull.
with
The survivors are two sons.
Duet—Christmas Medley.
EvcR. C. Clarke.
Marjorle Ames and Mrs Coilemer
Thcmas and Ernest Horsley of
Wallace Beery
Tha Storm.
Pitcher
“HORROR SHOW”
Thomaston ar.d two slstbrs, Mrs. ! E O Philbrook & Son.
Robert Young
Ann Rutherford
O.
C.
Sandner.
Chrstmas
Morning
At
Home.
Martin
Scott Young of Thomaston, and
Slna Hansen
Mrs. Eliza Howard of South Hope, j Dorothy M Baxter.
Duets—First Noel.
Traditional
Arthur L. Orne.
O Little Town of Bethlehem.
Brock- Redman
Helen H Carlson.
Slna Hansen and Mrs Collemer
Godard
Rockland Body <Sc Fender Shop. Second Valse Ap 56
Marjorie Ames
Ellery T. Nelson.
•
Silent Night.
Gruber
F R. Harper.
Ruth Owen with violin obligato
e//
by
Sybil
Heal
William W. Cross.
! Lewis Young
Harold S. Leach.
Lottie C Young.
Funeral services will be held from
M Beatrice Lawson.
the Advent Church in South Hope,
ARTHUR ZiEmv u* promts
FULLER
Lucille Durrette.
Tuesday at 1 o'clock for Lewis
BRUCE CABOT
Jos. P. Beauchier.
ajjgfialllillfci
L. E. McRae.
Buy Xmas Movie Check Books
Raymond C. Perry.
W J. Sullivan
The brush that brings lustrous
E. B. Howard.
Wednesday-Thursday
beauty to the hair. There is
Charles C Wotton.

Mr. Willkie’s Views

Have Joined Up

THOMASTON

Christmas Qift
that Women ‘Treasure

BRISTLECOMB

no more welcome gift.

Delivered in Gift Boxes
reedy for presentetion
SPECIAL AT

$
Prompt service end delivery
through your Fuller Brush Dealer.

F. L. CLARK, Local Dealer
93 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 431-W

Donald Leach.

Mabel H. Colson.
Mansfield's.
D*. L. M. Richardson.
John M Richardson.
Corice T. Leach.
Audrey M. Teel.
Levi Flint.
N. S. Perry.
Edward C. Moran Jr.
W H Olover Co.
Helen A. McIntosh.
O A. Oilbert.
J. L. Sherman.
H. O. Cole.
Waino Nelson.
Mrs M. Isabelle Hull.
Axel BrunlJbrg.
C. S. Roberts.

Before 1800 a house in New Eng
land often had a fire bucket hang
ing near the door, a bucket of the
best leather and with a painted
name, motto or crest.

Shews at 2.00, 6.15. 8.30 P. M.

THURSDAY
OX TIIE STAGE

“JIM SMALL & CO.”
« WARNER BROS fm.

■-OT- —, —

TMM .

RADIO SHOW
earn
, — m-ll. Q—_

NOW PLAYING
"BITTER SWEET"
JEANETTE MacDONALD
NELSON EDDY
In Technicolor

Cn The Screen
“SHE COULDN’T SAY NO"

with
ROGER PRYOR

Special Children's Matinee

Thursday, LOO P. M.—10 Cents

Week Days,
Sundays,

2.00, 6.30, 8.30
3.00, 6.30, 8.30

1

groups, such as are predominant according to his friend, ls that
in the Middle Western States, there is imperative need for a
that the United States ls Impreg strong, united opposition party, and
that lt must not be sundered by
nable because oceans separate it partisan, personal, or factional
from the war-torn continents of ambl'ior.s.
Europe. Asia and Africa. He was
also described as lidding that re
Health is a major concern of
ciprocal trade agreements, as a
policy, are scund, but that some the nation as well as of the indi
of the agreements require adjust vidual. Christmas Seal funds are
used to help wipe out tuberculosis.
ments.
Mr. Willkie has also told Ills
friends that Congress should be in
Jehu Moon was granted one of
formed of all plans for aiding ihe earliest American patents. The
Great Britain, and not told of grant was made in 1825 on a corn
them after, as In the case of the shelter.
transfer of the 50 out-moded de
stroyers.
Because of the party’s more lib
eral attitude toward the nation's
economic and social problems. Mr. j
Willkie was said to feel that the t
second point of his program was ,
solving itself to some degree.
Asked what Mr. Willkie had in
mind in hls third point—"ridding
the party of Its old symbols'—Mr.
Willkie’s confidant replied:
"Getting rid of such men as Jo
Genuine engraved cards on plain
seph N. Pew. Jr." Mr Pew is presi
dent of the Sun Oil Company and
or panelled vellum. Choice ol 14
a power in Pennsylvania politics.
styles ol engraving.
He once described himself as “an
errand boy of the Republican [
party."
Mr. Willkie is definitely opposed
to a third party, holding that it '
would divide the 22.000.000 who {
PLATE INCLUDED!
voted for him for President, and
whom he described as "tlie vigor
Order youi cards today.
ous, loyal and public-spirited op
Postage Extra
position party ' which wa.s not to
"fall into the partisan error of op
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
posing things Just for the sake of
opposition." His dominant thought.
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Evcry-Ollicr-Dav
Mr. and Mrs. I. Lawton Bray, Mr.
[and Mrs. Ralph U..Clark, Mr. and
I Mrs. Harold Whi^hUl. Mrs. Alfred
Church, Mrs. Carrie Soper and Mr
( and Mrs. Wesley Comstock attend
ed Naomi Chajfter, OE.S. guest offleers' night in Tenant's Harbor
Friday night. Mrs. Whitehill act
ed as guest conductress, Mrs.
Mrs. Elizabeth Maki went Sat
Baraca Class wlll meet Wednes Church as guest Electa and Mr.
urday to Boston where she will day at 7.30 at the Methodist ves- Clark guest associate patron.
tery. Each member is asked to take
make her home.
a gift for the Christmas tree
The Junior Rubinstein Chorus
Fred Dyer who has employment
rehearsal will be Wednesday at 6.33
The Browne Club will meet Fri in the East Room of the Commun
ln Kittery spent the weekend at
day night with Mrs. Vesper Pack ity Building
hls home here.
ard, Granite street.
Mrs. W. Paul Seavey and Mrs.
The Diligent Dames are meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Dunton Alfred Benner will be hostesses
this week, Thursday afternoon,
with Mrs. Alvin Foss, Beech street. of Malden, Mass., were guests this Wednesday night to Tonian Circle,
The members are reminded to bring week of Mrs. Robert Magune, at Mrs. Benner's heme on South
Main street. A Chiistmas party
dolls for Christmas distribution Njrth Main street
will be held, and members will take
Mrs. Foss with Miss Anne Black- ‘
Second Lieut, and Mrs. Bernard toys to be used a gifts.
ington and Miss Charlotte Buffum
being hostesses.
Freeman and son David of Ft Mc
Kinley were weekend guests of Mr.
The Methebesec Club will meet
A special lot of Fall coats, both Freeman's mother, Mrs. Rose Free at Ihe home of Mrs. Minnie Rogers,
31 Amesbury street, Friday at 2.30
fur trimmed and plain, at sharply man.
p. m. Members are reminded to
'■educed prices have been received
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collins and take their donations for the Christ
at Lucien K. Green & Son and
Burdell's Dress Shop, Odd Fellows son of West Rockport are residing mas work of the Benevolence com
Block, 16 School street, Rockland. ln the Mills apartment, Masonic mittee. The program will be as
137-tf street place.
follows: Poetry, Mrs. Angelica
—adv.
Olover; Imperial China, Mrs. Alice
Karl; Our Country and China,
Mrs. Irene Moran; Exhibition. Mrs.
Minnie Rogers.
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Rubinstein Club

THEIR ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED

|

Esther M. French

Richard P. Bird

The engagement of Miss Esther , Building. She is a graduate of
Marion French to Richard P Bird L**8'111 Institute and Farmington
.
. . .
I Normal School.
Mr. Bird was
has been announced by her par- 1__ . . .
,
,, .
..
,
graduated from University of
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Willard B. .Maine In 1931, and Is a member
French of Turner. Mr Bird Is of Beta Theta Pi fraternity. He
the son of Mrs. Ella 8. Bird and is connected with John Bird Co.
the late Sidney M. Bird.
I and is production manager of AtFirst Lieut. Everett *K. Mills of
Mlss French has taught in Rc"k- iantic Spice Co.
Fort McKinley rpent the weekend land schools for several years, and I No date has been set for the
at hls home.
at present is principal of Tyler ' wedding.

HIE MODERN .MANNER
IN THE
Try One Of Our—

$5.00 Croquignole Permanents

A fine motion picture dramati
zation of the life of a newspaper
reporter is "Foreign Correspon
dent' featuring Joel McCrea and
Laraine Day. appearing Wednes
The Rubinstein Club met at the
day and Thursday.
This film
home of Mrs. Frances McLoon Fri
brings recognition of the courage
day afternoon. Mrs Kathleen S.
ard character of American foreign
Fuller gave a comprehensive review
figures
in
of George Palmer Putnam's book. correspondents—key
By K. 8. F.
I "How To Sing For Money," cleverly world afTairs today; seekers of
combining the glorious profession ot tiuth who take thelr obligations
the art of song with the present day ' seriously and pursue the news with
Apples destroyed by recent gales j business demands.
i devotion and selflessness,
ln Nova Scotia would have filled
Today, business demands singing.
Getting the facts concerning
3,53,0C0 barrels.
No wonder they I and singing has in turn become a foreign news is no simple task,
are scarce.J business.
The microphone has
Ir.gneuity is needed to gain a scoop
* • • •
brought about great changes in the or to obtain accuracy. A new type
Sir Normar. Angell. Nobel peace singing profession of the world. The of correspondent Is the result and
prize winner, way back ln 1917 ac- technique of singing for money has, the adventures of these men are
curately predicted what would hap- turned completely upside down.1 as thrilling and romantic as those
pen in Europe In 1940, and how There will always be demand for of ary theatrical movie hero.
he was laughed at. Sir Norman i glorious voices in opera and conCritics have this to say of the
wasza guest of honor at the great; cert, but for the cne who wishes brilliant production: Walter Win
Massachusetts Day opening session to make money out of his singing ( chell—“It's a sure-fire click." Time
of the Boston Herald Book Fair today, lt ls not so much the artistic says. "Easily one of the finest plcelement that counts, as it ls the en-1 tures of the year." Life says. "A
of New England.
• • • •
tertaining and commercial phase. ' formidable contender for the best
To write popular music, which movie of the year." Red Book and
Now Is th" time for cider sauce
with your baked ham, and when really ls not music, one must feel thc Pic say. "Choice for the picture
you really want a whet for your moonglow all through lt. and it ls of the month".
-----------------appetite, serve this to the family mostly “mush," but the public
and watch them eat. Do not for thrives on mush, ond hillbilly Jar- j Too much timp ls spent wishing
gon represents the trend of today.
for things we could have lf we
get the raisins ln the sauce.
• • • •
Mrs. Fuller mingled her personal didn't spend too much time wish
The man who Invented the box understanding of the great art of ing.
ing glove was an Englishman song with this subject-matter, to------------------------------------------------ the delight and enlightenment of
named Jaca Broughton.
• • • •
her listeners. In closing her paper
The rural postman had a small she declared that the arts which
pet dog '.o deliver, but nearing the divine providence has entrusted to
place where he was to place tlie this world have 110 Pcer t0 the
pet. the dog took to hls heels and
A?
have mastered this art have given
disappeared down the road.
"Why, aren't you going after to the world a priceless gift beyond
thought and beyond speech
him?" asked a bystander.
An appropriate introduction
*o
"Don't worry about that," said
„ „ ,
the postman, "He doesn't know the pn>B™m was Mrs Fuller sorlgiwhere he's going. I've got the Inal P06111
Music Through
ie
address right here."
iYear
.......

Meeting With Mrs.
McLoon Featured By Mrs.
Fuller’s Book Review

OCl ETY.

Get Ready For Christmas

Comique Theatre

This And That

Including Eugene and Frederic Methods
MONTH OF DECEMBER ONLY

Mrs Ralph B Feyler has returned
Miss Orace Russell has returned K*"
r. in rs
•,
from visits ln Portland, Freeport to tlie Massachusetts Oeneral Has- lYllSS otdlll 8 i UpilS
and Brewer.
pital training school, after a threei , . _ .
„
weeks vacation spent with her' Ust 6unday afl*rnoon a‘ the
493 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 683-W
The W.CT.U met with Miss Ada mether. Mrs Charles D. North, and Uriversalist vestry another group
Young Friday. Sewing on layettes with friends In Camden. Miss ! of Miss Stahl's piano students prefor refugee relief proved very suc Janet Merrill, aho a guest at the I sented the following program very
cessful. The report at the busi North home, has returned to Scar- ...
. . . ...
. _ .
ably assisted by Marian and Dudness meeting from County and bofo
ley Harvie in trumpet duets with
State presidents regarding the Re
lation of Beverage Alcohol to the
Mrs Clarence Kncwlton was lios- Mrs Iola Wodster at the piano.
....
MUSIC THROUGH TIIE YEAR
Defense Program, was discussed. test last night to Monday Niters. Duet Overture to "F.dello."
lean Winter mute irim llstenint far
The Christmas meeting will be High scores went to Mrs. O. B
Beethoven
This
draft
evidently
has
done
aj
The
songs ot robin-nnd of thrush.
Sylvia Adams. Miss Stahl
held at The Home for Aged Wo brown. Mrs. John Mills. Mrs Mil Tlie Robins
Return.
Fisher lot
more
fer the
oirls
than
lent!
w
'» ff*Pe
d t0 ‘helusm'i
inlnd »Ivrlr
nd hPart
lot
more
icr
tne
giris
man
leap
TtlroUKl
, summer
art’
Margery Mills
men.
dred Achorn. and Mrs. Arthur Bow Vtene se Melodv
year ever did, they say
I Oh! No. 'tu soug time nil the year.
....
It
we
but
tune
our
mlr.ds
to
hear
ley, with Mrs William Hocper win
Ruth Spear
Etreabog
At tlie December meeting ot Knox ning consolation, and Mrs Forest Duet-Waltz.
w‘,m
r
notes,
When one
Allen Stewart. Miss Stahl
one arts
gets nrolse
praise from
irom Ba ' The
A,, merr
ny they ,he
surge and bobble,
Hospital Auxiliary. Mrs. Horatio Hatch Uie traveling prize
Mrs. Tile F.dtEe.
Grant-Schaefer person who ls himself praiseworthy, I 7 he wind swept plnoa in harmun.es
PRE-HOLIDAY SALE
Janet Smith
Cowan showed the members a cro Brown will entertain at next week's I Duet—“Il Trovatore."
Verdi what real joy fills the heart and' “vmphon.c.^sn^ Free^from troub,.cheted chair set which had been meeting.
March of the Toreador from
pride that effort has brought this1 The renaissance of Joy is here
"Carmen."
made by an NY A. girl and pre
Edna Sherman
praise.
When storm tossed seas articulate
Mrs Sherman Rokes is in Au Dedication.
sented to the Bok Nurses Home.
Torjuaaen
a a a •
| The deep emotions of thr heart
i
Like grand chur-h organs fullest swell
Jane
Perry
burn,
called
by
the
illness
of
her
It was decided at this meeting to
Duet March and Chorus from
The Gideons have been holding Triumphal melodies foretell
start a "Puff Club" and sell these mother.
And lift us to this highest art.
Nadine Fuller. Miss Stahl
I a ra-'y meeting in Bangor. Some jf we but tune our minds apart
We have selected from our stock of
puffs on a 50 cents a week plan.
Tmmpet
duets
|
there
are
who
do
not
appreciate
'
.
k s. Fuller
Mrs Grace Veazie and Miss Kath
Mrs. Rice has organized a ccm
In
the
Oarden
of
Tomorrow.
Deppen
*he
great
work
of
service
to
j
Tlie
program
DRESSES—THREE GROUPS
erine
Veazie
spent
yesterday
in
mittee to work with her. These
Marian and Dudley Harvie
I humanity the Gideons have ac- I Contralto War
James H Riverladies are Mrs. Doherty, Mrs Ladd Portland
Mrs Wooster at the piano
. u .•
«
Kashmiri Song.
Toatl
Women’s
Misses’
Half Sizes
Dar.ee of the Amourettes.
Heins I complished in their distribution of
Of, a Dream
Bartlett
Mrs. Marsh, Mrs. Gordon. Mrs
MrAddle
Lundell
John
Sylvester
Bibles to each and every hotel rcom Piano duet Madclena.
Deputy Sheriff Robert A Web Duet—"Martha"
Stinson. Mrs. Tlrreil. Miss Carini
Paul Watt
Flotou
Silks and Wools
in the land, a great and generous
Mrs Kathleen Newman,
Helen Paul. Miss Stahl
and Mrs Southard. Anyone inter ster was ln Belfast Sunday to at Ocndolled.
M'S
«•
—
!-’
•
•
Oodard
and
humanitarian
work
of
Chris

ested in purchasing one of these tend a family reunion made possible
Soprano—Solvelg'a Lone Sone, Grieg
Richard Butler (Warren)
Priced especially for this Sale
A Perfect Ua>.
came aa- ,a —
Chanson Romvntlnue
Frlml tian love. Even if only one out of
beautiful puffs may contact one by the presence of Dr. Frank H.
Mrs Mildred Havener
Stanley Walsh
j a number of Bibles Is read, that
of this committee. The member Webster and daughter Marion A. Duet—Grace Waitz,
Plants Mnrzurka,
Bohm
| One may sare a soul and give heal
Fn Automne.
Joyce and Richard Butler
ship committee with Mrs George Webster of Vallejo, Calif. Dr. Web Mazurka
Cadiz.
Eirgante
Krentzlin ing comfort.
All honor to the
ster, formerly of Rockland, is a re
Davis
as
chairman
wa.s
announced
Mrs Maybelle Strong
Oeorge Morton
(All New Fall Models)
(Values to $16501
This writer has Contralto. Sweet Singing,
Olmstead
Waltz.
Tschalkowsky Gideon Band
as follows: Mrs. Tirrell. Mrs tired commander of the U 8. Navy, The
Call Me Nn More.
Cadman
Music Box.
Heina heard some remarkable stories cf
now
permanently
located
in
Vallejo
, Berry, Mrs. Haines Mrs. Delano
"Oh Johnny. Oh Johnny."
Joyce Butler i Warren I
MAIL AND PHONE ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
Mrs Lydia Storer
No 3.
Liszt their work and what is has ac
| Mrs. Emery, Mrs Beach. Mrs Karl, Dr. Webster and daughter depart Llebe-traum Ruth
i Plano trlii -Minuet In O.
Beethoven
Seabury
complished.
(Mrs Regers. Mrs. Horeyseck and Una afternoon on their transconti Duo—M.rch from "Nut Cracker
I Mrs Eether Rogers, Mr- Kathleen
• • • •
nental
Journey,
pausing
in
Rock

Newman.
Mrs
Frances
MiLaou
Suite."
Tschalkowsky
*************** I Mrs Rankin.
Byron Keene. Miss Stahl
The rural mail boxes are called
land long enough to meet a few old
The purpose of these "get to- symbols of United States honesty j Canada ls the world's lead'.rg
friends.
gethers" for an hour of music is The Post Office Department tells I producer of asbestos,
’<•«*•«*'««*“*’<'«''*’<'««'•'<**'*******'****' NWMWM'M'f wwxwwww
Mere than 12C0 barrels of as- to stimulate interest in the stu- the world there is very little pil
phalt is being produced monthly j dents work and help to develop fering In these unguarded recep
PIANO LESSONS
in Trinidad.
more ease in public performance. tacles of what probably through
A CHRISTMAS GIFT
the year runs into millions of dol
$3 00 per week. Dally lessons; 5 les
lars value, and very few of the sons. $1.75; 4 Lessons. $1 40; 3 Lessons,
$1.05; 2 Lessons $.70; 1 l esson, $.50
6,000,030 boxes have locks.

MaBelle Beauty Shoppe

Burdell’s Dress Shop
DRESSES

$5.95, $7.95, $9.95

VESPER A. LEACH
Announces a

How to cut the cost of

Heating Your Home
I
AMHICA'S HOMI HEATING IXH«T

Christmas Sale of
Watkins Fur Coats
FgWe know y ju will welcome an

other

opportunity to

Christmas

attend this

Sale of Gorgeous

Fur

Coats. Many new styles have been
added for this event. Watkins Furs

are made by Annis, world's foremost

furriers (associated with Holt-Ren
frew & Co., Ltd., of Canada). Our

The Turn Damper
MENTIONED

the turn damper

of my previous arti
Icles.in one
This part of the heating
plant is so important however
that it requires further discus
sion. The turn damper, or but
terfly damper, should always be
located between the check dam
per and the furnace. It is the
accelerator of the heating plant.
Some furnaces, however, are not
equipped with a turn damper. In
a case of this sort your local
plumber should be called in to
install one.
With an accelerator in our
automobile, we are able to drive
fast or slow according to the
pressure that we put on it. With
a heating plant if we want to
burn coal faster we merely open
the turn damper. If we wish to
reduce the burning speed we
close down on this damper.
This turn damper is merely a
circular plate with an attached

pin protruding through thc
smoke pipe. Its position should
be such as to permit a uniform
amount of air to flow through
the fuel bed, making a brisk
fire. This position is as nearly
closed as possible — up to the
point where fumes from the
burning coal do not back into the
basement.
If this turn damper is located
between the check damper and
the chimney, it is in the wrong
place, because as the check dam
per opens, the turn damper will
uct as u baffle in thc smoke pipe,
permitting the fumes of the
burning coal to escape into the
basement through the open
check damper.
If there are any doubts as to
the correct position or location
of the turn damper in your fur
nace, ask your local coal dealer
to inspect your heating plant.

guarantee of complete satisfaction,

GILBERTS

backed by Watkins' 51 years of busi
ness integrity throughout the State,

Naturalistic

safeguards your purchase as long as

OIL

you own the coat.

prDMANFNT

BUDGET PAYMENT PLAN

$2

WORLD WIDE INSURANCE

$7 Deluxe Oil Permanent
I

S*
I

Liberal Allowance For Your

Old Fur Coat

VESPER A. LEACH

$3.00
Reg. $10.00
Supreme
Push Up Wave
BEAUTY
qer
AIDS
OaJV

THE SPECIALTY STORE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, P1IONE 142

Four Free

The person who is devoid of a
favorite book shelf where he may
reach, almost in the dark, for
some preferred choice Item to settle
his mind when needing a bit of
solace, is unfortunate, yet many
who can put these treasures at call
on a special shelf Just never get
around to it, but are always going
to do so.
• • • •
Who is there in Maine today
with discrimination who is not fa
miliar with the opinions of Sam E.
Connor of the Lewiston Journal?
This writer has always taken
thought on what he sums up, and
takes cognizance of hls opinions,
so well expressed, and worthy of
every thinking person's considera
tion.

Did you realize that bananas
have been in the markets only
about 50 years?
Dr. Clarence Little of Bar Har- i
ber has begun his cold weather
schedule of activities with the,
American Soc.ety for the control !
of cancer, and he is now in New
York where he ia the managing .
director of this great and much
needed study. One of the most j
vital needs cf more education isj
on this subject of cancer that
takes such a large toll each year. |
• • • •
The Bible gives so much hope of
music in heaven and through eter
nity it surprises these who live by
faith that eveiyone is not seeking
to attain it when life is finished.
• • • •
Here comes a new magazine and
it is the "Teachers' Digest," being
a publication of Uie Maine Teach
ers Association which made its
initial bow to the general public
and to teachers particularly with
Its October issue Dr Richard B
Kennan, newly elected executive
secretary of the M. T. A. is editor
of the publicatbn.
• • • •
j One thinks of the octopus as a
, huge monster of a devil fish that
has great strength but it is not
realized that there are some species
I of the cctopus that attain a
growth of not more than one inch
in diameter.
• • • •
There was recently seen this sign
on a coal truck, “One good ton de
serves another."
• . • •
New Yoik's first fire company
was know nas "The Rattle Watch "
It was organized in 1658 with only
eight members.

Listen to thc world's
greatest recorded
music — sweet, swing
or symphony. Plays
eight 10’ or seven 12'

records giving you
Beer half an hour
program at one time. The Motorola
Phonograph changes records uuiomun*
.ally! Crystal pick-up gives you amaz
ingly life-like reproduction. Automatic
“reject” enables you to skip any record.
Then! ... get a totally new thrill as you
listen to Motorola Radio’s unusual,
exciting, concert-quality tone. Complete
with 2 wave hands, American and
Foreign, 6 Push Buttons for automatic
tuning. Beautifully designed cabinet.

House-Sherman. Inc.

Lessons

MABEL F. LAMB
Tel.

Itoik; ii d

1026,

412 MAIN ST.,

Ml

148-T-154

ROCKLAND. ME.

XHIM'tW’ltWWtXWM

GIFTS OF QUALITY AT MODERATE PRICES
!£This store has always catered to the discriminating
buyer. Our stock this year will be especially to your
liking.

Rings For The Thoughtful

A Ring to "Him" or to "Her” will always
bring maximum happiness

Watches

Sfex

-TT',.Watches are
always in
good taste
and our
atorfcx are
complete

I

I
1
I

SPECIAL!

We present a special 17 Jew il
Solid Gold Wrist Watch, for
ladies, guaranteed
J24

■

75

Hamilton!!

Walthams

Longines

CLOCKS AS ALWAYS

Ie v g’ is are more appreciated
than a Handsome Clock

GIFTS
Pur Gl't Stork
is complete. Manv
chafming and
thoughtful gifts
await jour choice

SILVER
The all-time high in Gifts That
Please and I-ast are Gifts in
BUDGET
Silver,

TERMS ARRANGED

C. E. MORSE
JEWELER

OPP. STRAND THEATRE,

F.OCKLAND. ME.

147-148-151-152

Every-Other-Day
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UNIVERSAL BIBLE SUNDAY

R

EALM OF

Was Marked By Unique Exhibit At The
Baptist Church In Rockland

Music

The October Catch

Hints For Rookies
A Long-Time Top-Kick
Gives Some Timely
Advice To Draftees

Was Far Ahead of a Year
Ago, As Shown By Maine
Fishing Reports

The United States Army, through
Despite a big decrease in thc
the person of Sergeant William O.
herring catch, landings of lobsters
McChesney, 20 years a "top kick”
iy Gladyi St. Clair Heistad
and oth'>r species ran well ahead
and 30 in the service has issued
in October to send the total value
(By Oliver Hamlin)
some down-to-earih advice to the
Sigmund Oottlober. publisher of 24 new military bands and redisof the fishery products produced
At last Friday night's joint meet
Corcert Program Magazines, sent tribution of others. Twenty-one of
hundreds of thousands of young
by Maine fishermen far above that
ing Hans Johnson was taken in
a questionnaire to 2 .COO business the new bands will be composed of
men who shortly will be starting as a new member. He is a Span of the same period in 1939. accord
and advertising executives, asking selective service trainees, and each
their trick in the draft.
ish War veteran ar.d brother of ing to the monthly 'atistical re
far frank ar.d confidential replies w.ll have "four Regular Army inSergeant McChesney during hls Capt. Johnson of North Main port of thr Department of Sea and
ebeut their musical interests. Of structors. Three new Regular
I career as a noncommissioned officer street, this city. Comrade Nathan Shore Fisheries released by Com
the 2.C33 seventy-five percent wrote Army Negro bands also are to be
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Berliawsky gave a very interesting missioner Greenleaf. Comparative
that they prefer classical music organized. All will be of the
form a brigade, he writes in a talk on "housing" for the coming totals were. Oct. 1940. $376,341:
end cne-third of those answering standard 28-piece type,
signed article in
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Magazine, and he adds that "any Rockland while Comrade Roa:*k crease of approximately $70 (L0
The questionnaire was sent to
And speaking of bands—Eugene
man can make a good soldier, and and Past State Commander Leroy
Greenlaf said that the lobster
'■'immunities in all parts of the Ormandy. conductor of the Philahave a swell time in the Army, P. Smith gave talcs on the Vet- ' catcl' incieased from 1 039.090
United States. The answers show delphia Orchestra, directed a
too. if he will follow a few simple erans' tax exemption bill coming hounds 'o 1.256.C0 pounds and that
that business men are enthusiastic orafs band on Nov. 14 for the first
'rules.' The Sergeant then pro up at the next Legislative session the H’hermen received an average
listeners and performers of good time in his life, and brought forth
ceeds to give the rules, as follows:
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! of f^ree cents a pound more from
music. Orchestras were chcsen as such a stirring march that the
1. There will be two men in
Deputv Inspector Vernon O ^e dealers. The total acce pts cf
a favorite musical medium by musicians burst into applause after
your outfit who will be more Im Giles will go to (Bath Thursday , the »=»stermen were $233,659. For
ninety flve percent, with only five the final "oompa “I enjoyed it
portant to you than any others— night to inspect that Post. There the flr3t ,in;e ln man? J'cars re
percent listing bands, ensembles, thoroughly,’ said Mr. Ormandy.
your corporal andi the sergeant im will also be a meeting for District celpt of Canadian lebsters were not
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to do this wil^be by making a point present is in the Veterans Hospital I eroundtish landings while the smelt
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In his absence Past ’ catch was we!1 “head of last year,
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to do.
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regarding them
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lead in mention and the Don Cos
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sacks and Hall Johnson Choirs New York Philharmonic, alter and Psalms in modern French The worn as a watch charm. Another Mrs Frank Yattaw and Mrs. A. T.
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